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The increasing popularity of the Internet and e-commerce makes

online merchants to constantly seek tools that would permit them to

attract new and retain old customers. Traffrc tracking and analysis

tools can help businesses know more about their customers. These

tools track visitors' behaviors on Web sites. The information obtained

from Web traffic tracking and analysis can help online merchants

target specif,rc audiences with customized products and services. Most

commonly used approaches include Web log file, packet monitors, and

single-pixel image approach. Each of these approaches has some

drawbacks, which limits the types of data it can track or the user

environment.

In this thesis, a tracking and analysis approach, which has fewer

limitations and more advantages than the existing approaches, is

proposed. Three different approaches (i.e., improved single-pixel

image, JavaScript tracking and HTTP proxy server), which work

together to track a user's activities are discussed. In analyzing the

tracked data, a model for path analysis is implemented. Path analysis is

pivotal for Web site management and marketing in e-commerce. In

addition, page content and user clustering analyses are also performed.

In modeling the tracking and analysis approach, a formal technique is

used for quality assurance.

Abstract
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The growth of the Web is phenomenal. The number of Web users and the number of Web sites

are now measured in the millions. They are growing so quickly, no one knows the actual

figures about the growth statistics exactly.

Regardless of the actual figures, an immense base of users, together with high speed Internet

technologies, gives rise to the emergence and development of e-commerce, which allows a

business of any shape and size to reduce costs, improve com-munications and ensure that there

are no geographical constraints on products and services.

Customers are the base of all businesses. When businesses lack knowledge of their customers,

businesses cannot develop their marketing activities efficiently. It is a general misconception

that all a business has to do is to invest in a Web site and then wait for its pavback to shoot

through the roof.

1.1 Motivation

The increasing popularity of the Internet and e-commerce causes online merchants to

constantly seek tools that would permit them to attract new and retain old customers. To

achieve these two goals, a business should know as more as possible about its customers.

However, e-commerce is fundamentally different from other traditional businesses, because a

traditional business can easily construct a demographical and psychographic target audience

profile. In e-commerce, every customer's activity occurs on the Web. This means a business

can not know much about the visitors to its Web site, because most visitors are anonymous,

they come and go without much trace. This lack of trail imposes a heavy burden on businesses

I



Chapterl: Introduction

that want to get more information about their customers beyond sales data.

Another feature of the Web is its interactivity, which means it not only transfers information to

the visitors, but also be able to get some information from the visitors. This feature makes it

possible for e-commerce'Web sites to obtain their visitors' data while the visitors are browsing.

This is one major reason why Web analytic market is growing so fast today.

Traffic tracking and analysis tools can help businesses know more about their customers. These

tools track visitors' behavior on Web sites. When the information obtained from Web traffic

tracking and analysis is combined with traditional demographic and psychographic business

information, such valuable information as what people like, how they feel, how they respond,

and so on, can be obtained. Such information is important to any business because, based on

this information, a company can target specific audiences with customized products and

services.

To achieve obtaining data from online visitors, Web log analysis is the most commonly used

approach that is based on the data from Web server logs. The analysis process, however, is

complicated due to Web log file characteristics, such as large size and different formats for

different servers. Other analyses are based on TCP/IP packet monitoring. This approach may

lower the server performance if monitoring is performed on the server. Monitoring by packet

sniffing may put an extra load on the server. Single-pixel analysis gathers its data from each

page that a visitor browses. Because Single-pixel analysis is simply based on HTTP image

loading and JavaScript technologies, it has some limitations since JavaScript may not be

completely supported or can be disabled by the visito¡.

Such situation motivates the need to find a different tracking tool which can track as much data

and with less limitations as the above methods or tools.
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1.2 Problem DefTnition

An online merchant would be interested in a variety of issues regarding both the general

performance and effectiveness of its Web site in order to shape its marketing strategies. Some

basic ones are:

. Which browsers and operating systems are the most common?

. How many visitors visit the Web site?

. Which page is most frequently requested?

. From what sites are visitors coming?

Some advanced analysis may include:

. Path analysis, which allows the merchant to know how visitors come to its site.

. Grouping, which groups the visitors by their interest and other attributes.

In addition, the following more advanced questions attract the interests of online merchants.

. How many people made purchases among the visitors?

. What is User A s interest?

. Which referrer results in the most purchases, not just hits?

Capturing the data necessary to provide answers to these basic and advanced questions is the

thrust of this thesis. While the answers to the basic questions can easily be derived from

traditional web logs, answers to the more advanced questions can be possible by integrating

customer profiles and other specific data such as the contents of page views that are not

normally available in traditional web logs. The first step in doing so is to capture the necessary

data, which will then be analyzed to derive the relevant information that accurately addresses

those questions above. Thus, it is necessary to develop away to track online visitors'behaviors

and analyze Web traffic for an e-commerce system. The methods for achieving these two tasks,

the tracking and analysis of Web traffic, are discussed in this thesis.
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1.3 Preview of Contributions

This thesis contributes to the following aspects of research and applications in e-commerce

systems:

. The end product of this thesis is a tool that can be used to track and analyze Web traffic.

This tool can capture the activities of visitors on a given site. It enables answers to

questions such as which page is frequently visited? How many visitors visit the given site

every day? How many visitors make a purchase? Besides, this tool can track as much data

as possible and the tracked data can correctly reflect the visitors' activity on the given site.

. This tool uses a method different from the most commonly used methods, such as Web log

files, packet monitoring, and fundamental Single-pixel analysis. Based on the method here,

this tool can capture the Web page content. This feature has not been addressed by those

commonly used methods.

. This tool captures main keyboard and mouse events, and any form input on the page which

a user browses. This feature is unique to this tool. This tool can capture a user' data even if

the user's browser does not support JavaScript, or the user disables the browser's

JavaScript function.

. This thesis introduces a different way to represent Web site navigation path, a model to

analyze path, and implementation of this model.

I.4 Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides background information and

related literature reviews. Chapter 3 presents the requirements analysis and design for the

tracking and analysis of online visitors. Chapter 4 describes challenges of developing such a

tool, quality assurance of the tool development, and the implementation of the tool. Finally,

Chapter 5 presents conclusion and suggests some directions for future work.
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Background and Related Work

Traffic analysis is a relatively new research field originating from incredible growth of the Web

over the last decade. Related research work on both traffic tracking and analysis is presented

below.

2.1 E-commerce and Thaffic Analvsis

"E-commerce generally refers to all forms of transactions relating to commercial activities

including both organizations and individuals, that are based upon the processing and

transmission of digitized data, including text, sound, and visual images" [1]. E-commerce

offers many business advantages, such as lower purchasing costs, more accurate inventory,

immediate international sales presence, and shopping 24 hours/day, 365 days/year. Some

e-commerce applications are developed and deployed as Web-based applications, thus

leveraging the vast ubiquitous Internet infrastructure. Users use the Web browser (flexible and

easy to use) tool generally available on almost every computer system to access these

e-commerce applications.

Generally, every time a visitor browses the Web, the visitor merely makes an Internet

connection to a server (a remote computer) and requests some data via HTTP over the TCP/IP

protocol. The data requested is split into packets by this protocol and sent to the visitor's

computer over the Internet. These packets are then reassembled by the visitor's computer and

displayed by the browser. The packets that pass through a node on the Internet constitute the

"traffic" of that node. Web traffic tracking is the process of tracking or capturing Web site

visitors' traffic, while Web traffic analysis is the process of analyzing Web site visitors' online

behavior.
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Web traffic tracking and analysis mainly serves network management and marketing campaign

development by analyzing Web site visitors' online behavior. The tracking and analysis of a

Web site's traffic is important because of the business values of such data. Based on the data

tracked on the site and other customer data, which may be tracked (implicitly or explicitly),

enterprises can analyze visitors' behavior using structured reports, online analytical processing

software, visualization tools, or other tools.

2.2 An Overview of Traffïc Analvsis Process

Traffic analysis process includes data tracking process and data analysis process, which are

shown in Figure 2.l.The traffic analysis process includes four stages: Capture, Store, Ãnalyze,

and Report. The first stage, Capture, is to track data about online visitors. Since these data are

the base for later different analyses, therefore, they need to be stored. This is achieved by the

second stage, Store. To make raw data useful, we need to analyze the raw data in the third stage,

Analyze; while the last stage, Report, is to use the results of the analysis to generate reports.

rrl (:
\Y/

Visitors

("" )c/

Store

Obviously, the first stage "Capture" is critical

Web Server

/\_lt
capture 

I

t\
Analyze

------------1 /

Fisure 2.1: Web Traffic Analysis Process

Report

for all the following three stages, because the
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data tracked in the first stage are the data sources for all later three steps. The final report will

be incorrect or weak if the data obtained in the first stase are incorrect or inadequate.

2.3 Main Tfaffïc Analysis Approaches

Several traffic tracking and analysis tools for performance measurement are described in [17].

Most of these tools are based on well-defined metrics such as delay, packet loss, flow capacity,

and availability. Although some tools that focus on Internet traffic flow measurement are being

developed, these tools are mainly for improving network performance, which does not directly

contribute to marketing in e-commerce. Many commercial Web site analysis tools are also

available for both site management and marketing purposes for e-commerce [3]. However,

most of these tools are inadequate because of the approaches they adopt in tracking data. The

tracking approach determines how the data and what data can be tracked. Obviously, a tool that

can work in more situations and obtain more data is more useful-

There are three primary approaches in Web traffic analysis market. They are user-centric,

site-centric, and ad-centric. Site-centric and ad-centric technologies are based on Web logs,

HTML tags, and packet sniffers, while user-centric technology is based on polling [41]. As for

the tools for doing analysis, the traditionally and widely used approach to capture data from

Web site visitors is the HTTP server log files and packet monitors 12, 3, 4,51. Single-pixel

technology is another, but a newer approach t2, 4l.Other technologies such as HTML forms,

URL rewriting, HTML hidden fields, cookies and sessions [39] are also used to capture data

from visitors.

2.3.1 HTTP Web Server Log File Analysis

When visiting a Web site, the user connects to a Web server, which serves the files the user

requests. The Web server creates a text file (one entry for each file request) to record this

activitv. each text file consists of the Web los file for that Web server.

The HTTP Web server log analysis technology is the oldest technology developed in 1995 [40].
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This analysis is used primarily to obtain a general understanding of what happened on a Web

site. Webmasters and system administrators often need information typically for Web site

management purposes: how much traffic they got, how many requests failed, and what kinds of

errors were generated. Web log file analysis tools have become the most frequently and widely

used approach by Web marketers, with e-commerce becoming an important platform for

business.

l"ì\\i\y
("")\y

/oo\t/\7
Visitors

Figure 2.2 shows

three parts (with

Data Analysis.

Figure 2.2:Web Log File Analysis

how the analysis is done at a higher abstract

three different shadow areas): Web Server

Analysis

Filter and Load

Database

level. It includes the following

Mechanism, Data Process, and
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2.3.I.1 Web Server Mechanism and Log File Formats

A Web server records its HTTP traffic continuously into its log file. Normally, each Web server

has one log file - a text file containing all HTTP requests and responses from the Web server.

The information in a log file generally depends on which Web server generates them.

All Web servers such as Apache, Microsoft Internet Information Server, Netscape, Domino GO,

etc. provide logging capabilities, configuration options for logging such as enabling or

disabling logging, and specifying the format of the log file. The common formats include the

following formats [2]:

. The National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) Common Log Format

(access log)

. NCSA Separate Log Format (3-log Format)

. NCSA Combined Log Format

. W3C Extended Los Format

All the three NCSA log formats are based on NCSA httpd (a Web server), and widely accepted

as standard by HTTP server vendors. NCSA Common Log Format is the simplest. It logs basic

HTTP access information without the referral, user agent, or cookie information, which can be

optionally set up in the NCSA Combined Log Format. The information logged by NCSA

Common Log Format is in a single file. NCSA Separate Log Format logs information into the

following three separate files commonly known as common log or access log, referral 1og, and

agent log. This information includes what NCSA Common Log Format has, but lacks cookies

information. The NCSA Combined Log Format extends the NCSA Common Log Format and

logs the information in one file too. The additional typical information in this format includes

referrer and user-agent.

The W3C Extended Log Format logs one entry for each HTTP request. Compared with NCSA

formats, the W3C Extended Log Format has a different syntax, and has more flexible and

useful features. In addition, the W3C Extended Log Format allows the user to add or remove

multiple optional fields independently. Another feature of W3C Extended Log Format is the
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use of special directives, which are added to a file and contain information about the file format.

With this feature, it is possible to change the log format at any time. In addition to the

information logged by any NCSA format, the W3C Extended Log Format supports other types

such as referrer and user-asents.

Typically, almost all log files include the following six basic fields:

. IP address or DNS hostname to identify the remote browser.

. The RFC931 remote log name identification field, mostly it is a dash.

. The date and time field for the request in Greenwich Mean Time.

. The request or transaction field, which usually includes the request method (Get or Post),

the requested file, and the protocol used, for example, HTTP/I.0.

. The HTTP status code returned to the visitor by the Web server.

. The byte size of the document transferred.

Most Web sites today use W3C Extended

three parts in a log file:

. The referrer field, which identifies from

. The agent field, which identifies what

platform.

t0

. The cookie field, which can be used to identify whether the visitor is a new one or a

returning one.

2.3.1.2 Log Data Process

A single raw log file contributes very less readable information to the management and

marketing staff of the given site to perform site management or market development. The file

is a long text string, which includes some data fields depending on the log file format. These

raw data log files should be processed to derive useful information. The first stage is to collect

all single entry data from different Web servers (if more than one Web severs are used) of the

given Web site. The collect stage achieves the goal of bringing all the log files from all the Web

severs of the given site to a centralized location for later processing and analysis.

Common Log Format, which adds the following

where the visitor comes to this site.

kind of browser the visitor is usins and on what
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In any e-commerce site, every visitor's activities occur on the Web, using HTTP, a stateless

protocol. The stateless nature of the HTTP protocol means that no trail will be left after the

Web server responds to a visitor's request. Therefore, each Web log file entry is a simple record

of every visit. To know more about the visitor's visits to the site, we should know all the

activities of this visitor during the visit to the site. To achieve this goal, we need to merge all

the data related to this visitor in the same session. The merge stage groups individual Web log

entries and relates log files data to each visitor.

Depending on the purposes of the Web log file analysis, some information not needed should

be omitted at this stage. The filter and load stage allows all necessary information for later

analysis to go to the data store device, and removes all unnecessary data.

2.3.1.3 Web Log Data Analysis

Web Log files provide valuable insight into Web site usage. Based on the data from the server

log file, the basic usability analysis includes:

. Number of requests made ("hit").

. Total files successfully served.

. Number of requests by type of files, such as HTML page views.

. Distinct IP addresses served and the number of requests each made.

. Number of requests by HTTP status codes (successful, failed, redirected, informational).

. Referring pages to the given site.

. Browsers and versions which made the requests.

Some advanced analysis data may be obtained from V/eb log files. This analysis should answer

the following questions [40]:

. Who visited the given site? Session data can be used to identify whether a unique visitor is

returning to the given site or not.

. Which path took the visitors to the site? With the knowledge of each page a visitor viewed

and the order of viewing the pages, the trends in how the visitors navigated through the

pages can be determined. And which HTML element (link, icon, and image) a visitor
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clicked on each page to get to the next page also yields important information.

How long did visitors spend on each page? The length of time most visitors' stay on a page

can be used to deduce whether the page is interesting or not.

Where did visitors leave the site? The last page a visitor left your site is the logical place to

end the visit, it may be the page the visitor did not enjoy and thus wanted to leave the site.

What was the success rate of user's experience at the site? To compute this value, we can

use measures such as how many Þurchases occurred and how many downloads were

finished.

2.3.1.4 Advantages of Web Log File Analysis

A Web server captures actual usage data in its working environment in a natural way. A Web

log file reflects the activity of most visitors to a given site, over a potentially long period of

time. Therefore, it is extremely valuable for Web design engineers to do usability assessments.

Although Web log files began as a way for IT administrators to ensure adequate bandwidth and

server capacity on their organizations' Web sites [42], this approach has been advanced

considerably in recent years by e-commerce companies. These companies are mining log files

for details about visitor profiles and buying activity, through learning about the usability of

their Web sites, (i.e., how successfully they meet their marketing goals, and the visitors'

satisfaction.).

2.3.1.5 Main Problems with Web Log File Analysis

Web server log files contain a lot of information t141. A one-megabyte (1 MB) log file

typically contains about 4000 to 5000 page requests. Web site analysis tools typically import

the log file data into a builçin database, which in turn transforms the data into readable,

graphical reports for different purposes. This process is difficult and time-consuming because

the log data are abbreviated and cryptic.

The original purpose of log files is to produce site-level performance statistics. Thus, it is not a

surprise that they can not provide accurate and effective usability information on a given site.
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Two main problems make log file analysis as usage indicator difficult. The fìrst one is that the

tracked data in a log file are insufficient, which may be caused by the lack of certain types of

usage data that should have been logged. Another problem is that extraneous data can go into a

log file. These problems give rise to insufficient, unsound, and misleading information, which

results in weak answers to most of the questions required for advanced analysis (see 2.3.1.3).

The following are the main shortcomings of a Web log file:

. A log file cannot track the visitor's ID even if the site has a login page. This inability to

track a visitor's ID makes it hard to identify a unique visitor. Although session data and IP

addresses are available, it may still be difficult to identify a visitor because a lot of visitors

use dynamic IP addresses offered by their Internet service providers.

. When the site owner, or the Internet service provider, has a central cache for Web pages, or

when the visitor uses the browser's cache, the pages obtained by the visitor by pressing the

back button during the subsequent visits in the same session are typically from those caches

and thus can not be logged (or recorded) in a log file. This problem results in an incorrect

path analysis. In addition, page caching may give wrong information to know where the

visitor left. For example, if the last page was from a cache, the log file cannot reflect it.

. The Web server would record nothing in the log file when a visitor arrived at a page by

typing the URL in the address box, using a bookmark, or following an email link [43]. This

problem will result in wrong information about the referrers.

. A log file only records the time when data transmission was initiated, not the time when the

data transmission completes. Therefore, the time spent on a page by this visitor can only be

roughly estimated based on comparing the timestamps of the current request and the next

request.

Additional details of the challenges associated with Web log file analysis are available in [15,

161.

2.3.2 Packet Monitors

Packet monitors collect traffic data directly from the TCP/IP packets sent to and from a given

Web server. They use packet sniffing technology, which is the equivalent of telephone tapping
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[4]. When a Web browser connects to a Web server, it communicates with the server by

sending requests and receiving responses. All requests and responses are transferred as data,

which in fact are split into TCP/IP packets by HTTP, along with other Internet application

protocols. It is possible to "sniff' these packets when they move across the network to collect

Web site traffic data. Two types of packet monitors exist: server monitor and network monitor.

Each type is based on where to collect the traffic data.

Typically, a server monitor runs as a plug-in to the Web server. A server monitor gets

information about each event happening on the Web server it monitors through an application

programming interface (API). But what events and data are visible to the server monitors

depend on the Web server [1]. Normally, a server monitor can get a visitor's ID, referrer pages

and some other information about the events on the server.

A network monitor is a packet sniffer, which can capture all data packets passing through a

given network. A network monitor can be set up to capture the packets to a certain machine or

all packets traversing a given network. Network monitors are more frequently used than server

monitors in tracking traffic. A network monitor can see almost everything between the visitor

and the given Web server. The tracked information include the requests, the server responses,

cookies, and transferred HTML files. In addition, a network monitor can also track stop events

issued by the browser, which makes it possible for the site owner to know those pages that are

taking too long to generate and display by the client's browser. In addition, it can record the

Web server's response time to each request. Some network monitors can capture HTML "form

data" transmitted via a POST method when the visitor clicks a submit button [1].

2.3.2.I Advantages of Packet Monitors

One obvious advantage of packet sniffing over Web log files is that data can be captured and

analyzed in real time. Another advantage is that it can track almost all information found in a

Web log file, and the information at the network level such as "stop" events, which are not

present in log files. Besides, packet sniffing can be compatible with almost any custom Web

server, because it is independent of log file format and underlying operating system. In addition,
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organizations with distributed Web servers can easily and automatically collect their traffic

information in a centralized data warehouse for later analvsis.

2.3.2.2 Problems with Packet Monitors

Server packet monitoring can introduce unexpected problems into the server itself (e.g., can

cause the server to shut down when the packet monitor crashes) since a monitor acts as a

plug-in. In addition, the kinds of data a server packet monitor can track depend on the Web

server. A network monitor can be installed on each Web server although such configuration is

difficult to manage if the Web servers are in different geographic locations. Although a network

monitor can track more data than Web log files, it consumes a lot of processor time and,

therefore, causes a heavy load on Web servers.

Another problem is that packet sniffing captures data in real-time and the data are not logged,

therefore, if something goes wrong with the packet sniffer, the data will be lost.

2.3.3 Single-pixel Technique

A single-pixel is known by various names such as 1-by-1 GIFs, invisible GIFs, beacon GIFs,

and Web bugs. A single-pixel method inserts an IMG tag on a Web page. This tag encloses

some HTML and JavaScript codes, which are interpreted by the user's browser when the user

gets such a page from the site's server and thus, captures relevant data from that page. The

single-pixel technique is commonly used with cookies and JavaScript, and is based on the

image downloading mechanism. When a page is downloaded, the browser not only creates a

connection to the Web server where the page resides, but also creates a connection to the Web

server where the image resides to request the image.

t5

Information tracked using the single-pixel technique include:

. The IP address of the computer making the request.

. The type of browser that sent the request.

. The IIRL of the page on which the image is located.

. The time the image was downloaded.
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The URL of the image.

Apreviously set cookies value.

2.3.3.1 Advantages of Single-pixel Technique

Web log files record a user's activity by "hits". This means if a page has three images on a page,

the log file would create at least four separate records for the request for this page. These four

records constitute the results of the request for this page, and one for each image. Unlike Web

log files, single-pixel gathers information by page views, i.e., one record for each page.

Detailed information is collected when the page is fully loaded. One obvious benefit of

single-pixel technique is that the information can be easily collected and put into a database,

while Web log analysis normally needs data from multiple Web servers that may be located in

different places. That means, for example, if a page has five IMG tags, and these five images

are located on five servers, a request to this page will lead to a record in each log file of these

five servers. To analyze the data, we have to collect these records from those five servers, but

with single-pixel analysis, it simply creates one record because it is associated with one image.

Once the image is downloaded, the tracking program runs and records all necessary data as one

data entry.

l6

V/hen working with client-side JavaScript code, which can capture more client-side data

(such as screen resolution), the single-pixel can capture more data than those tools working on

the server side like Web log files and packet monitors, and these data are not obtainable by

these server-side tools.

2.3.3.2 Problems with Single-pixel Technique

The single-pixel approach which uses JavaScript can fail to capture the required data when the

visitor's browser disables JavaScript or when the browser does not support JavaScript [2,4).

Another problem is that, like packet sniffing, single-pixel captures data in real-time. If

something affects the downloading of the image, the data will be lost.
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An additional problem with the single-pixel technique is some cunent concern over the use of

this technology that it is surreptitious because, unlike cookies, Web browsers do not offer

preference settings to warn users that pages contain Web bugs [45]. Some consumers may be

unhappy with the awareness that they are being monitored and tracked [46,47]. Privacy issues

are always complex and important. Any technology that tracks individual online users'

navigational behaviors and personal information usually causes privacy concerns in ethical and

legal aspects.

. Privacy issues in ethical aspect

Ethical issues mainly include whether the tracking without the users' consent can be done

or not? Is it appropriate for an online business to use the data tracked? What kinds of

personal information or behavior data can be tracked? Who can use the data tracked and

what can these data be used for?

Privacy issues in legal aspect

Legal aspect in privacy issues involves clear definitions of privacy and how to protect

privacy legally. Although the issues in legal aspect are similar to those in ethical aspect,

legal penalties are enforced if any violation of the laws occurs. Generally, to protect the

privacy of online users two principles are proposed to govern the data collection: l)

"Data-gatherers should inform consumers what information they are collecting, and how

they intend to use such data"; and 2) "Data-gatherers should provide consumers with a

meaningful way to limit use and re-use of personal information" 182).In addition, different

countries have different laws or regulations for privacy protection [83]. The W3C (World

Wide Web Consortium) has also proposed the P3P (Platform for Privacy Preferences) to

guide user profiling companies obtain data from online users while protecting users'

privacy in electronic commerce. The details of the P3P guidelines a¡e available in [84].

Privacy laws in Canada

In Canada, both the federal and most provincial govemments have laws for protecting

privacy, although the provincial legislations (e.g., Freedom of Information and Protection

of Privacy Act (FIPPA) [87] in Manitoba) for privacy protection vary. These laws regulate

l1
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how to collect, use, and disclose personal information. While the Federal Privacy Act [88]

is adapted to the federal government departments or agencies, the Personal Information

Protection and Electronic Document Act (PIPED Act) [89] is adapted to private sector

organizations and effective in January 2004. The details of more privacy acts can be found

on the government's site [85].

The tool proposed in this thesis is not currently implementable in Canada due to privacy issues.

Additional details are provided in the future work section.

2.3.4 Other Approaches

In addition to those tracking approaches discussed above, some other approaches are also used

to collect online visitors' data. Some approaches work explicitly, such as HTML forms, while

others work at the backsround.

. HTML Forms

The most direct method of gathering data from Web visitors is by using HTML forms. This

method allows a site to capture information about its visitors and what they want. Once a

visitor fills out a form and submits it, the information contained in the form is sent to a server

side program, which parses and saves the data into a database for later analyses.

The main advantage of this approach is that the Web site can collect data of interest. By using

pre-designed forms, the tracked data are easy to save and analyze later. However, this approach

is unattractive because most Internet users are unwilling to spend a few minutes in completing

a form if it is optional.

. HTMLHidden Fields

HTML hidden fields capture a visitor's session data about the visitor. An HTML hidden field

looks like the following: <INPUT TYPE = "HIDDEN" NAME = "session" VALUE = "...">.

When the form is submitted, the specified name and value are included in the GET or POST

data.

t8
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HTML hidden fields are easy to use, but they only work if every page is dynamically created.

. HTTP Cookies

HTTP cookies are widely used to collect data from visitors. A cookie contains small bits of

textual information that a Web server sends to a Web browser the first time that browser

connects to the Web site. On subsequent visits, the Web browser sends the same ID back to the

Web server, telling the Web site that a specific user has returned.

Web site developers can easily identify individual visitors using cookies, which results in a

better understanding of how the site is used; for example, visitors on most order sites do not

need to re-enter session information already saved or some personal data every time on

subsequent visits.

The major disadvantage of this technology is the fact: "Browsers generally accept only 20

cookies per site and 300 cookies in total, and each cookie can be limited to 30 kilobytes" [39].

Therefbre, cookies cannot be used to keep a lot of information about each visitor.

. URL-Rewriting

URl-Rewriting is another session control technique whereby a browser appends extra data that

identifies the session to the end of each URL. and the Web server associates the session

identifier with data it has stored about the session. For example, in the following URL,

http://some/site/flle.html;someld=123, the session information is attached as someld=123.

This approach works even when the browser does not support cookies or when the visitor

disables the cookies. A disadvantage of this technique is that it adds tedious processing tasks to

the Web server. In addition, if a visitor leaves a session and comes back via a bookmark or link,

the session information can be lost.
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2.4 Advanced Analysis of Web T[affïc: Data Mining

Mining data from the Web is a new hot area in data mining. Research in this area integrates the

data obtained from the Web with some other data sources, such as customer databases.

Advanced relationshio between the Web data and external data sources is used when creating

reports.

Many data miners, especially those who mine data to develop new marketing strategies, new

product development, and enhance customers' services, pay high attention to Web traffic data.

To them, Web traffic analyses are gold. Most analyses are based on data from log files, or from

packet monitoring.

Using data obtained from packet monitoring, Morris and Lin [17] show that Web traffic

aggregates in a Poisson-like manner in certain situations. Mah [i8] obtains statistics and

distributions for higher-level quantities, such as the size of HTTP files, the number of hits per

"Web page", and visitor browsing behavior. Feldmann et al. [19] discuss a packet tracing

system using packet level data to extract Web data.

Web log file analysis has attracted a lot of attention in recent years. Lamm and Reed [20]

examine visitor WWW access patterns by extending a virtual reality system, which is designed

to analyze and display real-time performance data and applied to the analysis of WWW traffic.

They found "that a geographic display metaphor has provided new insights into the dynamic of

traffic patterns and provides a model for development of a WWW server control center, similar

to that in network operations". Crovella and Bestavros [21] show the mechanisms that give rise

to self-similar network traffic using data collected on over thirty WWW sites. Schechter et al.

[22) conclude that path profiles can be efficiently created by processing session data and HTTP

server log files based on the concept of path profile, which "is a set of pairs, each contains a

path and the number of times that path occurs over the period of the profile". Using path

profiles, some novel Web applications, such as pushing a Web page to a visitor before it is
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requested, can be developed. Cunha et al. [23] identify a number of trends and reference

patterns in WW-W use and show that many characteristics of WWW use can be mathematically

modeled by power-law distributions. Masseglia et al. [24] develop a novel data structure, called

aWeb access pattern tree, to mine access patterns fromWeb logs efficiently.Zaiane et al. [25]

present the design of a knowledge discovery tool, WeblogMiner, to mine data from Web logs.

Among the research on Web log files, some [26, 27,28,29,44] analyze visitors' behavior by

access patterns, while others focus on recommendation applications 130,3I,321.

Contents of WWW pages are rich in information but cannot be queried and manipulated in a

general way, because the information is semi-strucfured and is also dynamic (and therefore, not

easily regenerated). Several research focus on approaches to mine data from Web pages. For

example, Myllymaki and Jackson [35] convert HTML into XML because the data are easy to

parse from an XML file. Hammer et al. [36] describe a "configurable tool" for extracting

semistructured data from a set of HTML pages and for converting the extracted information

into database objects. Bergholz and Freytag [37] present "a graph-based three-layer model" for

querying semistructured data while Webfoot, a preprocessor that parses Web pages into

"logically coherent segments" based on page layout cues, is presented in [38].

21
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The TraffTc Analysis Tool Design

The design of the traffic analysis tool includes the tracking part and the analysis part. The

tracking part handles how to obtain as much data as possible from a given Web site; the

analysis part involves generating new information from the tracked data. The main focus of

this thesis is on the former, while a few analyses are done to assess the success of the tracking

functionality. The end product of this thesis is a tool that can be used to track and analyze Web

traffic for e-commerce systems. The traffic tracking and analysis tool has the following

features:

. Usability

This tool is usable. It captures activities of the users on any given site. Generally, it enables the

user (i.e., management) to answer questions such as which page is frequently visited? How

many users visit our site every day? How many users make a purchase? For a unique user,

what (which page) is the user interested in?

. Security

E-commerce involves business transactions and customer's private information, such as credit

card data, shipping address, and other customer personal information. Any e-commerce site

and associated systems must protect the interests of both the buyer and the seller by providing

adequate security. This tool does not cause any security problem to the e-commerce system.

. Correctness

This tool is used mainly for marketing development, and for improving efficiency of an

e-commerce system, including its Web site. By following software engineering procedures to

develop this tool, we ensure the tool will give correct information about users to the site.

22
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. Performance

This tool should track as much data as possible. Since all the tracking programs are separated

from the Web site components, these programs would not cause any functional effect on those

components except some insignificant delays could exist as a result of running the tracking

programs in the background. The proxy tracking works as a normal proxy server, only a

negligible delay exists when a user requests a page; single-pixel simply adds one 1-by-1 pixel

image to each page, no visible delay to the user exists; since the JavaScript tracking code is

downloaded at the beginning and works on the client side, and the tracked data is sent when the

user unloads the page, consequently, the user does not feel any delay.

3.1 Data Tiacking and Storage

Traffic tracking is achieved in three ways: Proxy Sever, Improved Single-pixel, and JavaScript

tracking. Proxy server tracks all requests and responses between a user and the Web server.

Improved single-pixel uses a single-pixel image to track the user, while JavaScript tracking

resides on the client-side and mainly tracks a user's events on a page. We briefly discuss these

techniques below.

3.1.1 Proxy Sever

A proxy is an application-specific server program, which sits between a user's browser and the

requested Web server. When a user visits the Web server, the user connects to the proxy server

program first, and then the program sets up relay connections to the Web server. After

receiving and checking the request, the Web server then returns the Web page or an error page

to the proxy, which directs the page to the user. Thus, two connections are set up - one between

the user's client on the source network and the proxy, and another between the proxy and the

destination Web server. The proxy server transfers packets from one connection to the other

throughout the lifetime of the connection. In the meantime, when the proxy server returns the

page to the user, it saves the page into the data warehouse. In the later analysis, the content of

the page is parsed by an HTML Web page parser, which is developed using mainly Java string

manipulation technology. The parsed content of the page includes the summary of important
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elements such as links and images. Other session data of the user are captured directly from the

proxy. This process is illustrated in pseudo code shown in Figure 3.1. Figure3.2 shows the

high-level architecture of the proxy-based data tracking mechanism.

The address of the target Web server is obtained by specifying the predetermined Web server.

In this case, the relay connection can be set up automatically. Proxy function is supported by

most current Web browsers.

10 Wait for a connection from a client host

20 Accept and open a connection to the client host

30 Establish the address of the target Web server

40 IF the connection is allowed

50 THEN BEGIN
60 Open a connection to the target Web server

10 WHILE connections are open and idle time has not expired

80 DO BEGIN
90 IF the data from Web server are available

lOO THEN BEGIN
110 Read the data from the Web server

120 Write the data to the other connection

130 Parse and save the data into the data warehouse

I4O END IF
150 END WHILB
160 END IF
I]O END

ai

Figure 3.1: Simplified Application Proxy Server Algorithm
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Another method for tracking online users in this thesis is based on single-pixel image. This

method uses HTML and Java servlet technologies. The tracking process is based on Java

technology and the mechanism of image downloading. An image tag is inserted on each of

those pages on which we need to collect users' data. Every time the page is requested and

loaded, the image is loaded from the server. This image loading event triggers the tracking

process by execution of the code attached or associated with the invisible IMG tag on the

server. The data tracked by this approach include the access time, IP addresses, user-agent,

information about the request such as request paths, request methods (get or post), and session

data. The triggered program, i.e., the tracking servlet, which is a program written in Java and

runs on the server-side, collects the above information from the client through the HTTP

I nternet
G1ient 2

Figure 3.2: A Proxy for Tracking Traffic
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protocol, and saves the tracked data into a data warehouse. Figure 3.3 shows the mechanism of

this process.

Inserted Tag
.r:;.:,,.; HTTPWeb Seryer

User A

f-;l
\:-/

User B

Communicate

26

ImgServlet

The mechanism used by this traffic tracking approach is similar to that of the commonly used

Single-pixel technique, which is based on HTML, JavaScript technologies, and some CGI

programs. However, compared with the general Single-pixel technique, the advantages of my

improved single-pixel approach are:

. Unlike those available tools which need the user's browser to support JavaScript, my

approach can work even if a user's browser does not support JavaScript or the user turns off

JavaScript functionality on the browser. This is one of the most distinctive features which

make my approach different from those available tools.

. Java Servlets are extension of Java technology. They are designed to fulfill the "Write Once,

Run Anywhere" promise. Therefore, they are compatible with many browsers on different

Figure 3.3: Improved Single-Pixel Tracking Approach
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platforms, while JavaScript and most CGI programs have some limitations on some

platforms with some browsers.

Java Servlet technology offers a more powerful control on the users' sessions than most

current available methods, such as cookies. Although the session technique is based on

cookie technology, the Java technology adds more powerful functions for session control

and thus makes e-commerce sites to identify users' sessions and identify the unique users

more effectively.

With Java Servlet technology, more data, such as all the Web pages that a user browsed in

each session, can be tracked. This is important for later analysis, since Web page content is

a valuable source of data for Web data minins.

With the development of computer technologies, a lot of pages are dynamically created in

response to a user's request to the Web server. To insert tracking image into those dynamic

pages cannot be done as in Figure 3.3. However, the tracking image can be embedded in the

dynamic code for outputting the page. In this way, the inserted image can trigger the tracking

servlet when the page is requested and the image is downloaded.

3.1.3 JavaScript Tracking Approach

JavaScript enhances Web pages and servers performance. It has become the most widely used

scripting language. JavaScript functions can be called, and often executed by keyboard strokes,

mouse functions, buttons, or other actions from the user. Through JavaScript's full control of a

user's Web browsers, the user's behavior on the pages can be captured. JavaScript is used to

track a user's keyboard and mouse movements on a page.

To achieve JavaScript tracking, a few lines of JavaScript code are inserted on each of those

pages where we need to collect users'data. For the JavaScript enabled browsers, when the page

is downloaded, the inserted code on the page is also downloaded and runs locally to collect the

user's data. When the user unloads the page, the tracked data a¡e sent to the server program,

which writes the data into data warehouse. Since JavaScript code works on the client-side, it

can track almost all of a user's events, which include mouse movements and keyboard events,
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Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 look similar. One difference between them is that the tracking task is

achieved by tracking servlet, ImgServlet, which is triggered by the inserted image tag; while in

JavaScript tracking approach, the main tracking task is implemented by the inserted JavaScript

code. During navigation on a page, some user's events will trigger the JavaScript code to send

the tracked data to the server-side program, JsServlet, which mainly works for the purposes of

session control and basic data processing.

Figure 3.4: JavaScript Tracking Approach
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Besides the advantages of using Servlet over CGI programs as in Single-pixel tracking, the

other major advantages of my JavaScript tracking approach are:

. It is easier to add the tracking code on any Web page, since all the JavaScript codes are
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grouped in several external files.

. It works on both static and dynamic Web pages.

' It can capture the user's keyboard events and mouse movements. A unique feature of the

JavaScript tracking technique that distinguishes it from the other tracking approaches is that

it can capture any form input including text-area, text-field, selection, etc.

3.1.4 Data Storage

Another important aspect of the tracking system is the data storage. Any popular Web site has

hundreds and thousands of online users. To keep all data of the users for such a Web site, a

huge storage space is needed. Since the data include not only the Web usage data, which a lot

of log files can capture, but also the users' keyboard movements and page content, which

involve images and links, these data need much more storage than textural information.

A data wa¡ehouse is an ideal storage model for the large sets of data. In this thesis, the proxy

tracks page and session data. The proxy saves all data into the data warehouse when the page is

requested by the users. The data captured using the JavaScript code on each page are saved into

strings with a pre-defined format and sent to the data warehouse finally by the servlet program.

The data captured using the single-pixel approach are saved to the data warehouse when the

image is downloaded.

Figure 3.5 shows how the tracking code is inserted into a static Web page. To insert IMG tag

and JavaScript code into a dynamic Web page, simply embed them on the response page. When

the page arrives at the client-side, the client's browser will download the image and the

JavaScript code. As a result, the single-pixel tracking and JavaScript tracking will run.
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<HTML>
< HEAD><TITLE>User Behavior Tracking Code</TITLE>
<S C RI PT> J av øS crip t Trackin g C ode </ S C RI PT>
<I MG SRC= "http : //IrngTrac kingS ervlets" BO RD E R=l H EIGHT=1>41 MG>
</HEAD>
<BODY >

<SCRIPT>
Cøil favaScript functions in the above code

Send tracked døtø to the seryer side.

4SCRIPT>
Original Page Content

</BODY >

<Æ]TML>

3.2 Data Analvsis

Figure 3.5: Insert the Tracking Code into a Web Page

In e-commerce, users' navigational behavior indicates their steps through the buying process

[54]. Therefore, analyzing tracked navigational data is rapidly becoming one of the most

important activities for any business on the Web. On the other hand, from the analysis of what

the online users do, the business knows how its site is being used.

The anonymity of online users means that the tracked data about the users' navigational

behavior are of little use or meaning if the following three major problems cannot be solved.

First, any data should be related to a unique user, second, all the data related to a unique user

should be sorted in sessions; and third, determine how the users navigate around this site.

The analytical results of these th¡ee issues are the common focus of all businesses for the

purpose of marketing or site management. In Web data mining, these three problems areas

called User Identification, Session Identification, and Path Analysis, respectively.
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3.2.1 User Identification

To identify a unique online user is a hard task. The existence of local caching, corporate

firewalls and proxy servers contributes to the complexity of this task.

Normally, local caching (e.9., the user's browser's caching), allows a user to get a requested

page from its browser's caches if the page already exists in the cache. If the local caches exist,

when the user clicks "back" to return to a visited page, this request is not passed to the Web

server, and the proxy cannot log this event. But with the improved single-pixel method, this

event can still be tracked and, thus, this does not represent a significant problem.

IP address is the most commonly used method to identify an online user, but proxy servers and

firewalls raise some challenges to this method. A lot of online users come from corporate

networks. Most corporate networks today are behind firewalls or use proxy servers. In this

context, a proxy server is a computer which is set up and stands between an organization's

Intranet and the Internet. Only the proxy server's IP address, which hides all computers' real IP

addresses on the intranet, can be seen publicly by computers outside the organization. When

the computers inside the intranet are started, the proxy server manages and dynamically assigns

the organization's IP addresses to them. Also, the proxy server manages an organization's

intranet's connectivity. With a proxy server, a computer outside the proxy server sees the

requests or responses from any computer on the Intranet as originating from the proxy server's

IP address and uses that IP address to communicate; on the other hand, the proxy records the

dynamically assigned IP addresses of all the computers on the Intranet, and routes the requests

or responses from the outside computers to the inside destination computers [73].

A firewall is a collection of components placed between the company's intranet and the

Internet. It may be part of a proxy server or a router. The purpose of a firewall is to prevent

unwanted users from accessing computers within an organization's intranet. At the same time it

allows inside users to access the Internet. A firewall can be configured to allow or disallow

specific external IP addresses to access some or all of the organization's resources, such as the

organization's HTTP Web servers, FTP servers, telnet servers, etc. [73]. Like a proxy server,
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the firewall can prevent making public individual computers'IP addresses inside the firewall to

computers outside the firewall. Instead, all requests and responses from the computers inside

the firewall would appear to the computers outside the firewall to come from the same IP

address.

Even with the improved single-pixel approach, to uniquely identify a user simply by the IP

address is impossible or at least is a very inaccurate way. Some other methods should be used

to deal with this problem.

Cookie technology and dynamic URL with an embedded session identifier have been widely

used by Web sites to identify unique users [39], though they both are not as powerful and

effective in keeping users' information as session control technologies. However, cookie

technology is the basis of session technology, and we still track cookie value as a supportive

approach to identify unique users if such values are available, while using user Ids tracked in

JavaScript code as the major measure to identify the unique users.

Since we have three sets of tracking procedures, we have more session data. When one

approach does not work well, we still have the approach to collect data. Based on the rich data,

we can identify a user in different ways once some measures are less effective. Moreover, our

tool records data by page views instead of hits. This approach reduces the amount of work

required to purge those unnecessary data in the process ofidentifying unique users.

J¿

Figure 3.6 shows the algorithm to identify whether two tracked records in the data warehouse

are from the same user. The steps to identify whether A and B are from the same user ¿ì.re as

follows:

1) Check whether A and B are associated with some userid values. If the values

and the same, A and B are from the same user. Otherwise, go to next step.

2) Check whether A and B are associated with cookie values. If yes, that means

for A and B were cookie enabled. If either or both of A and B are from a

cookie disabled, go to step (3).

are available

the browsers

browser with
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3) Check the values of the cookie. If same, it means A and B were from the same user.

Otherwise, they were from two different users.

4) Check whether A and B are from the same IP address. If not, we regard A and B as from

different users. Otherwise they are from the same IP address, and more checks need to be

done.

5) Check whether the browsers and operation systems for A and B are the same or not. If not

the same, we assume they are from different users. Otherwise, go to next step.

Now, A and B are from the same IP address and are associated with the same browser on

the same operating system. So far, we still cannot determine whether A and B are from the

same user. Some other supportive work needs to be done to make this decision. First, we

check whether the referrers for A and B follow some logical relation or not based on the site

topology. For example, to find out whether B's referrer page could be reachable from page

As link (suppose A's access time is the earlier one here). If not, we think A and B were

from two users. Another check is done on the access time. If the interval of the access time

for A and B are more than 30 minutes. we think A and B were from two different users

under this situation where after all other checks have been done and no obvious evidence

supports A and B are from the same user.

6)

33

Due to the characteristics of the Web environment, it is impossible for any algorithmto 1007o

precisely identify unique online users. This algorithm does not either. In some situations, for

example, if a user browses a site with two different browsers on one computer at the same time

and no cookies enabled, the tracked records A and B from the two browsers are regarded as

from two users [49]. Another example is that if a user leaves a site for a couple of hours and

comes back. If the user's browser is cookie disabled and no userid is tracked. it is imoossible to

differentiate whether it is from two different users or one same user, though A and B show that

they are from the same IP address, the same browser on the same operating system. However,

this algorithm regards these two records as originating from two different users. This algorithm,

however, based on most Web users' regular behavior, can offer fairly accurate and valuable

statistics of the traffic of the site over time.
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same userid?

34

Figure 3.6: Identify Unique Users

3.2.2 Session Identification

A session is the span of the time that a user stays with a site during one visit. To any Web site,

users can be new or returning ones. The data warehouse already has the data about all previous

users. For a frequent user, the data are huge in size. Less meanings could be found from user's

data like these: page (A) 3 times, Page (B) 4 times, Page (C) 5 times during three visits. But if
we divide these data into three sessions, {A, B, C}, {4, B, B, C, C}, and {4, B, C, C}, we can

know exactly what the user browsed during each of the past three visits. The purpose of the

session identification process is to group all activities of a user based on each visit of the user.

Because every time a user spends different lengths of time in each visit, this raises the

difficulty to define the length of a session. Generally, most commercial Web products use 30
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minutes [48] as a default timeout or 25.5 minutes based on empirical data according to [49].

Using these values as a guide offers a way to session division, though, sometimes, the actual

length of the timeout can vary with the a*ual usage of different sites. In this thesis, the length

of a standard session is 30 minutes.

Figure 3-7 shows the algorithm for identifying sessions. In this algorithm, we use a list

structure to keep each session data, although other data structures could also be used to keep

session data. Each session is a node on the list. Each session consists of a vector which

includes one or more records. After completion of identifying sessions, the original data

become nodes of the list which is linked and sorted by the access time. This data organization

technique facilitates the later search and analysis process.

Through user and session identification processes, all the original tracked data are now grouped

according to different users and sessions. From these processed data, we can derive some

simple facts about the users, such as which pages a user browsed, when, etc. To know more

information about the users, we must know how they navigate through the site, where they

come, and exit the site.

3.2.3 Path Analysis

Path analysis is a technique, based on the analysis of the users' navigational patterns, to

understand how the users navigate through the site. It also sheds light into the site structure and

helps locate trouble spots of the site [50]. Unlike a regular Web site where most users navigate

following random patterns, e-commerce sites share a lot of common features in their site

structures so that shoppers can easily view product catalogue, add or remove products, and

make payment. For example, most sites have catalogue pages (for showing products),

shopping-cart or basket operation pages (for adding or removing products), check-out page (for

payment), and payment confirmation page (for payment confirmation). Therefore, for most

e-commerce sites, each of them has at least one expected typical path which leads its users to

navigate through the site and achieve a purchasing process with a high level of effectiveness,

which means ease and ability to provide users with impulse purchase opportunities during
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browsins and attract and retain more customers.

A practical business goal of path analysis is to understand why some shoppers abandoned the

buying process and leave before making a purchase. Focusing on the entry-URl and exit-URL,

we can find or assume the answers to the above question. Normally, the expected entry-URl is

the first page of the site such as index.html, home.html, etc.; the exit-URL is the payment

confirmation page. A single shopper's data can not reflect something very meaningful. But if a

lot of shoppers leave before going to make payment, this may suggest they do not like what

they put into their shopping carts, or perhaps some pages on their way to make payment are

running too slowly [50].

Basic path analysis is based on checking both referrers and site topology to support user

identification [49]. Advanced path analysis can be used to achieve more complex tasks such as

serving as a basis of personalization [55] or recommendation systems. One of such examples is

to predict HTTP requests [51], which is based on path profiles and recommends an URL with a

high probability to the user before the user makes such a request. A lot of analysis has applied

sequential pattern discovery techniques 152, 531 to discover frequent path patterns. In this

section, we develop a data structure and an algorithm to find the frequent navigational paths.
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(10) ll create a list for all sessions

(20) list sessions = null
(30) ll define a variable to keep each session id
(40) session = null
(50) // outside loop to input a record, I is the control variable
(60) I=0
(70) WHILB ( input record( I ) ¡¿null )
(80)

(e0)

(100

(110)

(120)
(i30)
(140)

(1s0)

(160)

(170)

(180)

(1e0)

(200)

(210)

(220)
(230)
(240)
(2s0)

(260)
(270)
(280)

(2e0)

(300)

(310)

(320)

ll check whether this record is already on the list
FOR each record on the list ( stepping through using a sequencelndex)

set a flag to true if record( I ).sessionld is found on the list
END FOR
IF the flag is true

GOTO (320)

ELSE
sessionl =record(I)
//inside loop starts at J.

J=I+ I

WHILE (input record( J ) *null)
IF record( I ).sessionld = = record( J ).sessionld

llrecord( J ) and record( I ) in the same session, add record( J ) to session

session.add(record( J ).sessionld)
llcheck next data

J=J+ I
END IF

ll else if the two session ids are not same, input the next record
ELSE J=J+ 1

END WHILE
//now session includes all data for this session, add it to the list

sessions. add(session)

END BLSE
ll next outside while loop at (70)

I=I+1
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(330) END WHrLE
(340) END

3.2.3.1 Definitions

Before presenting more details of path analysis, we define some terms as in [5 I ].

Figure 3.7: Algorithm for Session Identification
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Definition: Path

A path P is a sequence of URLs accessed by a single user, which are ordered by access time. In

the sequence, same URLs can appear more than once. For example, (1, 1, 3) and (1, 3) are two

different paths.

Definition: Path Length

The path length lPl is the length of the path P. lPl equals to the number of pages accessed by a

single user in one session. For example, if a user visits the following pages (1, 3, 5, 6,5,7) in

one session, lPl is 6. A session S for a user denotes all URLs ordered by access time and

accessed by the user in one visit or during a predefined length of time, for example, 30

minutes.

Observation: In a given session S = (Sr, Sz, .. .. , Sn), Sr, Sz .. ..., Sn are all paths of length

one, (S1, Sz), (Sz, S¡), and so on are all paths of length two, etc. Therefore, there are lSl paths of

length one, lSl-1 paths of length two, lSl-2 paths of length three, and finally, only one path of

length lSl, tfre session path. In the session S, the total paths P in S are:
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lsl
Some mathematical analysis in [51] show that the average length of the path in session S is ! ,

thus the total number of URLs that would be needed to store every path can be calculated as

follows:

lsl'*lsl_lsl'
236

Obviously, it makes sense if the above number is an integer and more than 1. To satisfy these

l.s l3
two requirements, we have 

? 
- l, which leads to lsl > 1.82 = 2. This means in any session

with only one page is requested, the path analysis based on one page is of little meaning and,

thus, can be overlooked. This finding allows us to consider those important paths in analysis.

This helps decrease the requirement for storage and memory in the process of analysis.

(lsl-O) + (lsl-1) + . . tlsl-(lsl -1)l =
ls l',(ls l+t)

t ^ t2
t.\lt- I

L
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Definition: Prefix and Maximal Prefix of a path

A path Q is a prefix of path P if and only if the following two conditions hold:

1) lal< lPl, and

2). All the elements of Q are the first lQl elements of P and in the same sequence.

If Q is a prefix of path P and lPl - lQl = l, that means all URLs in Q are included sequentially in

P, and P has one more URL (the last one in the sequence), then Q is the maximal prefix of P.

Definition: Suffix of a oath

A path R is said to be the suffix of path P if and only

1). lRl < lPl, and

2). All the elements of R are the last lRl elements

3.2.3.2 Path Tree Node Data Structure

For in the later analysis, we must know which paths exist and how many times a path occurred.

To efficiently reflect these two requirements for a path, we use the record data structure, which

is similar to that in [51] and shown in Figure 3.8, to represent a node of the path tree.
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if the following two conditions hold:

of P and in the same sequence.

In

i)

this data structure,

"occurTime" is an integer, which means

value is 0.

Figure 3.8: Data Structure for A Node in the Path Tree

2) "pafh" denotes a path which is already in the tree.

3.2.3.3 Data Structure for URLs

In order to obtain all paths in each session of a user, we should know all the pages the user

accessed in that session. This leads to a problem: whether the URLs we are using to form paths

should contain any patameter field or only the name of the requested file.

the number of occurrences of this path. Its default
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The current version of HTTP allows a Web client to pass almost everything in the parameter

field when using the GET method and the attached information forms an essential part of the

URLs. The search engine "Google" is one obvious example. When searching for "hello" using

"Google", after the search, the URL on the result page of the search becomes

"http://www.google.calsearch'?hl=en&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&q=hello&meta=". We find some

parameters are attached to the original URL "http://www.google.ca". Howeve¡ on the Web,

most of the attached parameters to URLs serve no purpose other than tracking the users'

sessions [56]. They are of less use for analyzing paths. Since in the path analysis, for example,

we are interested only in knowing whether a client used "Google", not what the client searched.

Though no agreement about whether or not keeping parameters to URLs in data mining has

been reached, in this thesis, all parameters are ignored.

After processing the parameters in all URLs, we use the following data structure to represent a

URL to facilitate comparison and store process of URLs. Suppose a user has browsed the

followins 5 URLs in a session:

40

nttp://user.auctions.shopping.yahoo.com/showcase/fathersday03 (p4)

We assign each URL a same letter and a unique integer (for example: pl, p2, p3, p4) to

represent a URL string. If a URL appears twice (for example, pl) in a session, that string (p1)

appears twice too. In this way, the above session can be represented as a string array {pl, p2,

pl, p3, p4) which in fact represents all the URLs the user browsed in that session. One benefit

of this kind of data structure is that we can easily apply string operations to differentiate and

show paths in a straightforward way. For example, if we know a path is from page 1 to page 2,

we can use p1p2 to represent it; on the other hand, a path of p1p3p4 can be straightforwardly

interpreted as the path starts from pagel to page 3, and then to page 4.

http:i/www.yahoo.com

http ://autos. yahoo.corr

http://www.yahoo.com

http://aLrctions.shopping.yahoo.com (p3)

(p1)

(p2)

(p1)
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3.2.3.4 An Algorithm to Create a Path Tree

l0 INPUT an array A ll all the Web pages a user browsed in a session

20 set LENGTH = the length of the array A
30 create an empty path node T as root node, T.path = null and T.occurTime = 0
40 set outer loop control variable I = 0

50 wHrLE (I < LENGTH)
60 set T as currtentNode

70 set inner loop control variable J = I +1

80 set N as the minimum path length required in the path tree

90 create a temp node TEMP, TEMP.path = A[ I ], TEMP.occurTime = 0
100 WHILE (J < LENGTH)
i10 set TEMP.path = TEMP.path + AIJ I ll string operation

I20 IF the length of TEMP.path > N
130 IF there exists a node Y with the same path as TEMP
140 set Y.occurTime = Y.occurTime + I
150 set Y as current node

160 ELSE
170 add TEMP as a child of the root node T
180 set TEMP.occurTime = 1

190 set TEMP as current node

2OO NEXT J

210 END \ryHILE
220 NEXT I
230 END WHILE
240 END

The tree structure is an efficient and straightforward way to store non-linear data like paths. We

show an example of such a tree based on the data from one user's session. Figure 3.9 shows the

pseudo-code of the algorithm, while Figure 3.11 shows the diagram of the tree built using this

algorithm.

To use this algorithm, the first task is to determine what data source should be used. Some

authors (e.g., [54]) think a session with at least five page views offers a usable data source.

Though this choice can be made subjectively, in this thesis, we think a session with at least two

page views can be used.

Figure 3.9: An Algorithm to Build a Path Tree
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The number of Web users is large, running into several millions. Considering data storage and

memory constraints, we can only record those "important paths" into the path tree. No uniform

opinion about what paths are "important" for data analysis exists. Some people prefer at least

two URLs, while others would like more [51]. This algorithm provides such scalability and

flexibility by allowing the user to choose the minimal path length to record into the path tree.

An empty node, shown in Figure 3.10, is created every time a node is needed.

We follow the algorithm to record all the important paths for all users' sessions into the tree.

The following steps show how this algorithm works. Suppose a user visited the following five

pages in one session:

Page 1 : http://www.yahoo.com

P age 2: http:/þhotos.yahoo.com

Page 3: http://www.yahoo.com

P age 4: http://photos.yahoo.com

Page 5 : http://maps.yahoo.com

According to how we represent URLs as strings, the above five URLs in this session can be

represented as a string array: (p1, p2,pI,p2,p3).

Fisure 3.10: Initial Values for the Emntv Node

At the beginning of the execution of the algorithm,

five. Also, we create and initialize an empty node, as

To control the outer WHILE loop, a control variable

from 0 to 4 (less than 5).

The outer WHILE loop starts with setting the root

index J for controlling the inner WHILE loop.

we know the length of the input array is

Figure 3.10, to be the root node of the tree.

I is set. The range of I, in this example, is

node as current node and settins another
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In the first outer WHILE loop, I equals to 0. The current node is the root node. The value of the

inner loop control variable J equals to 1 (J = I + 1). A temporary node TEMP is created with the

path value as A [0] (i.e., p1). In this example, we set N, the minimum length of a path string

which we record in the path tree to 2.The first inner WHILE loop starts with J = 1. The path of

node TEMP becomes p 1p2. The length of this path is 2, which is not less than 2 (i.e., the value

of N). This path string satisfies the length requirement for the path string in the path tree. The

next step is to check whether there exists a node with the same path string as p1p2 in the tree or

not. If such a node exists, we simply increase the occurrence times of that path one more time

and set that node as a current node; otherwise, add this node TEMP as a child node of the

current node, set the occurrence time of node as 1, and make this node as the current node.

Since no such node in the tree with the path value of p1p2 exists, in this example, the node

TEMP is added to the current node, i.e. root node. The new node has the path value of plp2

and occurTime value of 1. This new node becomes the current node. Figure 3.11(a) shows this

result. After adding this node, the inner loop runs again with J = 2. In this loop, since the

variable TEMP keeps its old values (i.e., TEMP.path = pIp2 and TEMP.occurTime = l), after a

new string A[2] (i.e., p3) is added to the current path string. The new path value of TEMP

becomes plp2p3. Since there is no such node with the same path value of plp2p3 existing in

the tree, this node is added to the tree as a child of the current node, which we just created in

the first inner loop. Also, the new set value of occurTime of this node overrides the value saved

from the previous loop. This ensures that every time a new node is created, the occurTime of

the new node is 1. Figure 3.11(b) shows the result. Following the same procedures two more

times (J = 3 and 4),we arrive at figure (c) and (d) of Figure 3.11. So far, the first outer loop (I =

0) ends, and the current node goes back to the root node.

In the second outer loop, I equals to 1. The inner loop starts with J =2. Just like in the first

outer loop, new paths p2pl, p2plpZ, and pZplpZp3 are added to the tree as shown in Figure

3. 1 1 (e) after 3 inner loops with J = 2, 3, and 4.

In the third outer loop, I is 2. The inner loop starts with J = 3. In this first inner loop, there

exists a node, which is created at the beginning and whose path is p1p2, same as that of TEMP.
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According to the algorithm, we cannot add TEMP to the tree as a child of the cunent node.

Instead, we update the occurTime of that node in the tree by increasing it by 1 and set that node

as the current node. This is shown in the Figure 3.1 1(Ð. The occurTime of the node whose path

equals to p1p2 is 2. The third outer loop ends with another new node with the path value of

plp2p3 added to the tree.

In the fourth outer loop, I equals to 3. The inner loop starts with J = 4, which is the range limit

of the J. Therefore, the inner loop can run only once and a new node is added as a result. Figure

3-11(g) shows this. Although the outer loop can run one more time with I = 4, since J exceeds

its range limit, therefore, Figure 3-11(g) is the final path tree for this user's session.

Results of Each Step

Outer Loop: I

Inner Loop: J

(a)

Table 3-1: Results of Each Step to Create the PathTree in Fisure 3.11
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I

(b)
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Figure 3.1 l: The Steps to Build a Path Tree
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3.2.3.5 Path Analysis and Evaluation

To analyze and evaluate our path tree, we can apply the statistical concepts of support and

confidence [58], which are usually used to evaluate association rules. Association rule [59 60]

is another popular approach in data mining.

Definition: Association Rule [31]

Let P = {pr, pz, ..., p*} denotes a collection of m items, T={tl, t2,..., tn}denotes another

collection of n items whose elements always occur together, and T E P. An association rule

betweentwosetsofitemsXandXsuchthatX,YcPandXnY=Ø,meansthatthepresence

of items in the set X in T indicates a strong probability that items from the set Y are also

present in T. Such an association can be denoted as X = Y.

Two key values, support and confidence, are commonly used to evaluate the quality of

association rules. The support (s) measures the occurrence frequency of the pattern in the rule

while the confidence (c) is the measure of the strength of that rule. For a rule X = X the

support s is defined as:

number of considered sets which containing X v Y

ffi
In other words, support s means that sVo of considered sets contain XvY. For the rule X = X

the confidence (c) indicates that c%o of considered sets that contain X also contains Y.

46

number of considered sets containing X

A high confidence value means the predication is with a high accuracy, while a high support

means the considered rules occur more frequently. Therefore, when using this approach, high

confidence and support values are preferred.

number of considered sets containins X u f

To apply association rules to our analysis, we can think of our previous paths in the following

way: Two paths Pu = plp2p3 and Pu = plp2p3p4p5 can be considered as p1p2-+p3 and

plp2p3 -+p4p5, respectively.

Now, consider the following path array {pIp2p3, plp2p3p4, pIp4, p2p4, p2plp2p6, plp2p3p4,
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pIp2p3p6p7, plp2p5, p4plp2, plp2p3 ), which contains 10 paths. Following the model, we set

X- plpZ, Y = P3. We can obtain the support (s) = 50Vo (5 out of 10), and the confidence (c) =

62.5Vo (5 out of 8). We can translate these results as: 50Vo users who go to the path p1p2 will

go to p3; 62.5Vo users who have been to pLpL have been to p3.

Path analysis plays a key role in traffic analysis of e-commerce sites. One obvious benefit is

that we can find which paths are navigated more often so that we can put our key products

there. Also, we can find why some path are visited less by checking the site topology.

Moreover, path analysis can lead to a basis for personalization and recommendation systems.

For example, if we know a path Pc is followed by another path P¿ with a high support and

confidence, we can recommend the pages matching the path Pa to those users who are

navigating the path P".

3.2.4 Other Statistical and Knowledge Discovery Techniques

Recommendation systems and personalization are two related and popular research areas in

Web data mining. They both apply statistical and knowledge discovery techniques to achieve

serving/selling of more products, thereby making more money for e-commerce sites [58].

Collaborative filtering 16I, 62, 63, 641 is one of the earliest and most commonly used

approaches in data analysis for developing the basis of recommendation systems and

personalization. This approach works by matching a new user against a pre-built database,

which stores consumers' preferences for products. If some neighbors, who a¡e customers

already in the database and have the same taste as the new user, are found, products favored by

those neighbors are recommended to the new user. Although this approach is most suitable for

homogeneous, simple products [57], it has the following three major drawbacks: the

requirement of large base of customers, the reliance on mainly human inputs which are

subjective and prone to biases, and easily aging user profiles [56,57].

Another most commonly used data mining approach in e-commerce is association rules. One

pulpose of this approach is to find association rules between a set of co-purchased products. In
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other words, it is to discover "association between two sets of products such that the presence

of some products in a set is also present in the same transaction" [58]. Some authors [49, 54 65,

66,671have proposed to extract Web usage patterns from Web logs for marketing development

purpose, while others [68, 69, ]0,711 have applied clustering of user sessions to judge user

behavior [56].

In this thesis, we do not intend to develop such an application as recommendation systems or

personalization; instead, we present another statistical and knowledge discovery technique to

help our analysis.

3.2.4.1 Clustering User Transactions

Clustering is the process of grouping similar objects. As a result, each cluster is a set of similar

objects 1721. The basic data in a clustering operation consists of a number of similarity

judgments on a set of objects. This mechanism helps us apply clustering to mine information

from Web traffic data.

To apply clustering method to our data analysis, we need to define a user session in another

way as in most Web usage mining literature, such as 1561.

Definition: A User Session File and a User Session

A user session file includes all sessions of a user. A user session P = {pr, pz,...,pn} can be

thought as one transaction of n page views (i.e., n pages can be represented in one transaction

P), or n transactions of single page view (i.e., one transaction includes n pages), where p¡,

Pz, ... Pn are URLs browsed in that session.

Any Web page can be categorized as a content page, navigational page which leads a user to

the content page, or mixed. Based on a page's category, a user session which includes one or

more pages can be divided into one or more small transaction sets [49]. To simplify our

analysis, we assume that each user session is viewed as a single transaction and those session

files with low support references (for example, not more than two URLs) are filtered and
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discarded. This can remove the noise from the data and improve space and speed of later

analysis. [56].

After identifying all users and all session files for a given Web site, we can obtain the

following set U, which contains all unique URLs and a set T which contains m user

transactions.

where ti = {url1, url2, ...url. }e T is a non-empty subset of U.

In this way, all the user transactions can be mapped into an n x m matrix of URLs. Each

transaction is a row in this matrix. We use binary weights to represent whether or not a URL is

included in a transaction t¡. The following example shows one 3 x 4 dimensional matrix which

represents a set of 3 transactions, T = {t1, t2, t3 } and a set of 4 unique URLs, ¡t= {urlr, urlz, url¡,

url+ ).

U - {url1, urlz, . ,url.}

T= {tl,tz...,tn}
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To find similarity between two transactions, we have to find the distance between them. Since

each transaction can be regarded as a vector in the above matrix, it is a straightforward way to

find the distance between two transactions by measuring the cosine value of the angle between

two edges - two vectors. The cosine value is zero if two transactions have no URLs in common

and one if the two transactions are identical. In other situations, the cosine value is an

intermediate value. If the value is closer is to one. the two transactions are more relevant. The

cosine formula is shown as follows.

-:-
cos(ã'ã) = o*o 

=
llallxlla ll

urll urlz url3 urla

1001
11i0
0101

t1

t2

L3
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where a and,b are two transactions, the 'r means the inner product, while the vertical bars

denotes the 2-norm.

To decrease the dimension of our transaction matrix, like what we presented in path analysis,

we do not consider those "unimDortant" transaction files.

After calculating all the distances, we obtain a new (n -1) x (n -1) dimensional matrix which

consists of all distances. Each element of this matrix is a float value between 0 and 1 inclusive.

This matrix forms the basis of our clusterins.

Many clustering algorithms are available for clustering operations, such as the k-means

algorithm [72]. Although we use simple distance clustering in our later implementation, we

show the approach to apply k-means algorithms on our data source - the distance matrix. To

achieve this, we can create a set S of transaction clusters. S = {sl, s2, ..., s.}. Each element of S

is a set of user transactions and represents a group of users with similar navigational patterns.

Instead of creating a mean vector in each cluster as in [56], we go back to each transaction file

and compute the percentage of each URLs occurrence times in each cluster. This way is

straightforward and much simpler. To decrease the dimension of each cluster, we can set a

threshold percentage to keep only those important transactions which are of high percentages.

These clusters can be used to analyze users'interest. For example, suppose a user has browsed

the following pages: url1, url3, url:.If there exists a cluster {url1, url3, url5,urle, url2}, we can

assume that, like other users in the cluster, this user may also be interested in urlq and url2

Moreover, if the percentage of urle is higher than url2 in the cluster, then urle can be

recommended to this user in a simple Web recommendation system, though most

recommendation systems do more analysis before such a recommendation is made.
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3.3 Design

Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 show the class diagrams of the tracking part and analysis part for

this traffic analysis system.

5l

Records
Triggers

l*

Figure 3.12: Class Diagram for the Tracking Part
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1...+ Involves I...*

+eddPathToTree0

Figure 3.13: Class Diagram for the Analysis Part
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Chapter 4

Implementation

4.1 Introduction

The traffic tracking and analysis tool runs at the back end of an E-commerce Web site mainly

for the tracking and analyzing of the users' data on that site. Due to anonymity of online users

and statelessness of the HTTP protocol, tracking on the server side as the traditional Web log

files is not only necessary but indispensable to keep session data, and thus help identify unique

session or unique user. An HTTP proxy and several Java servlets are used to implement the

server-side tracking.

However, simply doing tracking on the server side alone does not offer much relevant data.

The HTTP protocol does not send any data back to the server after a page is rendered, unless

the user makes another explicit request. That means, just by server-side tracking, a lot of data

are missing while the user is surfing on a page. To retrieve those data, tracking on the

client-side makes much sense. To achieve this goal and also make this tool distinctive from

most tracking tools which track users on the server-side, clienrside tracking technology is used

to obtain user data more directly and naturally. JavaScript, and HTML image technologies are

used for the client-side trackins task.

Single-pixel image is used as one major part of client-side tracking in this tool. The tracking

program can be triggered by any browser (with image downloading function) running on

almost all kinds of operating systems on the client side. It runs when the page is downloaded.

The other tracking program sits on the server-side. The user data is sent to the server-side

servlet once the program starts. Therefore, the user has no knowledge of this program running

at the background.
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4.2 Major Challenges of Client-side TFacking and Solutions

Diversities of browsers and operating systems raise challenges to the development of

client-side tracking: the issue of incompatibility of different products. The inconsistency

mainlv involves usins JavaScriot on the client side.

4.2.1 Major Challenges and Solutions of Using JavaScript

Issues involved with using JavaScript include a browser does not support JavaScript, or a user

manually disables it. The incompatibility issues for using JavaScript exist between different

types of browsers, different versions of JavaScript, and different operating systems.

One well-known example of incompatibility issue of JavaScript is the Microsoft Internet

Explorer (MSIE) and Netscape Navigator (NS). They both support JavaScript, but in different

ways and to a different degree. MSIE browsers, especially those later versions, fully support

JavaScript, though sometimes, they display a different behavior than their main competitor, NS.

In addition, MSIE supports VBscript and Jscript as well, while NS does not. Different versions

of the same browsers also have incompatibility issues too. For example, the NS 4.x shows very

different behaviors than later versions like NS 6.x when running same pieces of JavaScript

code.

JavaScript is originally from Netscape to enhance Web pages and servers performance. As the

most widely used scripting language, JavaScript functions can be called, and often executed by

keyboard strokes, mouse functions, buttons, or other actions from the user. Through

JavaScript's fully control of a user's Web browsers, the user's behavior on the page can be

captured. JavaScript is used to track a user's keyboard and mouse movements on a page.

A browser does not support JavaScript if it is in one of the following cases: the user explicitly

disables JavaScript; the browser is some special types like Lynx (a multi-platform text browser)

or Amaya (an editor with browsing capabilities); or that the browser is a very old one, such as
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MSIE 3.0 or earlier, NS 2.0 or earlier, Opera 2.I or earlier. But according to the latest statistics

of browser usage made by counter.com,[74] in May, 2003,947o Internet users used MSIE with

597o of version 6.x,347o of version 5.x, and lvo of version 4.x; while NS occupied 3Vo wtth

ZVo of version 5.x and I7o of version 4.x. Another statistics from Zeitgeist [75] based on users

of Google in September 2003 shows the trend of the users who use the MSIE 6.x is rapidly

increasing.

Although a user can disable JavaScript explicitly in the browser, statistics still shows that 86Vo

t74l are using JavaScript version 1.2 or above, while I37o browsers are JavaScript

non-supported or disabled. The operating system is another important factor affecting

JavaScript running (e.g., some JavaScript codes do not run on Mac). But93Vo [74], or 9I7o l75l

of Internet users are known to use MS windows operating systems, while Mac occupies 2Vo to

3Vo.

From the above facts and analysis, we can conclude that most Internet users are using or will

use browsers and operating systems, which support JavaScript. This conclusion forms the basis

of designing the client-side tracking tool using client-side JavaScript. The JavaScript tracking

tool mainly targets those users using MSIE 4.x or later, with MS windows operating systems,

and JavaScript enabled.

4.2.2 Major Challenges and Solutions of Using Java Applets

A Java applet is a small application program written in Java language, which can be embedded

in an HTML document and run on the World Wide Web by the user's browser. Clienrside

JavaScript cannot access to a database server directly. To transfer the tracked data to a server

side program or a database, we need a program to talk to the server. Since java applets can run

on the client-side too, and they easily talk to a server program written in Java, therefore, Java

applets are a good bridge connecting the client-side and the server-side.

One major problem with using Java applets on the Internet is that the user can disable Java

functions in the browser. If this occurs, it will cut off the communication between the
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client-side and server-side programs. Fortunately, 84Vo of Internet users' browsers are

Java-enabled, while Java-unknown t47o, and}Vo browsers are Java-disabled [74]. This means

that except for some users using browsers with Java non-supported, few users pu¡posely

disable the Java function in their browsers. Recall most Internet users are using IE 5.x and IE

6.x browsers, both support Java functions. This high number of IE browser users offers a basis

to conclude that most Internet users use a Java supported browser. These users should have no

problem running applets in their browsers.

4.2.3 Challenges of Sending JavaScript Data to Server-side

Everyone hates being disturbed by pop-up windows when surfing a site. We do not wish our

site users to complain. That is a reason to make this tracking tool to run at the background

without the user's knowledge. This approach raises another issue: we cannot explicitly send the

tracked data just like sending a form on a page back to the server-side (i.e., a database or

server-side program). Instead, we need an implicit method.

Tracking mouse and keyboard movements results in large amounts of tracked data on each

page. Also, some data may be the user's personal data. The amount of the data and the security

of sending the data across the Internet limit that we cannot use the "GET" method to append

these data to an URL to send them to the server programs. Although cookies are another

method frequently used to save client-side data, its limitations as addressed in previous

chapters limit their use for this purpose. HTML hidden form looks like an optimal measure to

save and send user data, but the problem is that one cannot send a form secretly. What really

happens is: when sending the form automatically, the user's next URL will be always

automatically redirected to the form action page (i.e., the hidden server-side program). This

method not only interrupts the user's navigation, but also causes the user to notice the running

program behind the scene. Java applet can be used to resolve this issue for its flexibility on

both the client-side and server-side.
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4.3 Implementation Environment

This tracking and analysis tool tracks users on e-commerce sites, which specify the Web

environment. In the development and testing of this tool, a mini-Web environment has been

developed. This mini-Web environment includes the following components: local host, a Web

server, a database server, a Web application server, Web clients, and a testing Web site.

. Local Host

To make the development and testing of this tool simple and easy to control, all programs are

running on the local host. Table 4- I shows the major components of this local host.

Component

Operation System I

Operation System 2

CPU

RAM

lnternet Access

Specification

. Web Server

Microsoft Windows XP Professional, Version2002, service pack I

The Web server hosts all Web pages for the testing site. These pages include both static and

dynamic pages. The Web server handles all HTTP requests and responses.

Microsoft'Windows 2000 Professional

Celeron@ l.8OGHz

256 MB
Cable modem

Component

Web Server

Table 4- 1: Local host Information

Host

Port

Runnins Environment

Table 4-2: Components of the Web server

. Web Application Server

The Web application server is responsible for hosting all server-side application programs, i.e.,

all servlets and the HTTP proxy server. Tracking servlets are automatically triggered by

client-side programs, such as java applets and single-pixel image. Analyzing servlet is triggered

Specification

Tomcat (version 4.I.21) builrin Web server

24.76.6.241

8080

Standalone
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by the user of this tool. Besides, all communications with database are achieved through this

application server. Details about this server are shown in Table 4-3.

Component

Web Application Server

Host

Port

Runnins Environment

Implemented Servlet Specification

Hosting

Servlets

JsServlet

. Database Server

ImsServlet

Although all programs run on the local host, all tracked data are sent by those Web application

programs (i.e., Java servlet programs) to a database, which resides on the database server. This

process simulates the case in the real world, where the database could possibly reside

somewhere on the Internet. Table 4-4lists the comDonents of the database server.

Specification

ProxyServlet

Tomcat (version 4.1.24) built-in server

DataAnalysis

24.16.6.241

8080

Standalone

Table 4-3: Web Application Server

¿.J
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Process Data from JavaScript Code

Component

Process Data from Single-pixel Image

Database Server Software

Proxy Server

Runnins Host

Analyze Tracked Data

Driver for Java Applications

. Web Clients

All Internet users use their browsers to access the Web. To a Web server. anv browser is a Web

client. Table 4-5 shows two Web clients used in testins this tool.

Soecification

Microsoft SQL Server 2000

Component

24.76.6.24r

C ent 1 / host

Microsoft SOL Server 2000 Driver for JDBC

Client2 /

Table 4-4: Database Server

host

Specification

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 124.76.6.241

Netscape Navisator 1 .0 I 24.7 6.6.241

Table 4-5: Web Clients
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. Testing Web Site

To simulate online users' behavior, a simple testing Web site is built. This site has nine pages,

which include six static HTML pages and three dynamic Web pages. The six static Web pages

are normal HTML pages, made up of some HTML elements, such as links, images, or fonns.

Three dynamic Web pages are created by the Java servlet programs. The details of the testing

site are shown in Table 4-6.

PaSe /File *:¡<>ir

Pl / testl.htm
P2 / testZ.htm

P3 / test3.htm

P4 / test4.htm

P5 / test5.htm

>k >k

Type*

P6 / test6.html

S

P7 / FormServlet

S

P8lPaseSServlet

S

P2,P3, P4, P5, P6, P8

P9/TFormServlet

S

P1, P3, P5

Link

S

P1, P2, P6

Note:

S

Pl, P6

P1, P3, P8

D

D

PT,P2

D

Pl, P5

Image

'kS-Static; D-Dynamic.
*'kPage 1 is index page of this testing site.
)k>k)kP1- P9 denote Pagel - Page 9, respect

4.4 ImplementationStrategies

P1, P3, P5

G1.e

PI,P2

G2.sif, G3.eif
f

G4.eif

Implementation strategies include how to build the Web environment and mini Web site, how

to implement different tracking methods such as single-pixel image tracking, JavaScript

tracking, HTTP proxy server tracking, and data analysis.

4.4.1 Strategies for Development and Test Environment

This tool tracks online users'activities on a siven site. Therefore. a Web environment is needed

to implement this too-.

Table 4-6: Components of the Testing Site

G5.gif,
G6.gif

Form

G7.sif

Fl (sends data to P7)

F2 (sends data to P7)

F3 (sends data to P9)

ively.

a

As

Constructing the Web Environment on the Local Machine

presented above, the built-in Web server of Tomcat 4.1.27 is used here. Tomcat is an open
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source project from Apache Foundation 176). Although considered as an application server, it

can be run as a standalone Web server. Tomcat does not need much setup, but the host should

be connected to on the Internet. The local host is both a Web server and a Web client after

Tomcat starts. As a Web server, all requests and responses to and from this Web server start

with http://localhost:port. The default port is 8080, which can be changed by modifying the file

"server.xm1". Also, like other Web servers, Tomcat specifies different directories for different

files of the Web site.

. Constructing the Mini -Web Site

To simulate a real Web environment, all pages of the testing Web site are put in the special

directories as required by the Tomcat Web server. To make things simple, a directory called

"hk" is created to hold all files. Under "hk", the six static html pages are put in the

server-required directory "servlets", where all public HTML files are stored. The three dynamic

pages are stored in the server-required directory "classes", a place to keep all servlet classes.

Before we can start the Web server and send requests, we must register all those servlets in the

file "web.xml" as required by the Web server.

We can start the Tomcat server in a DOS window to run it as a standalone server. After it starts

successfully, we can browse all pages on this mini-Web site.
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4.4.2 Strategies for Implementing Tracking

Strategies for implementation mainly include how to track the data and save the data

effectively.

4.4.2.1 JavaScript Tracking

Strategies for implementing JavaScript tracking involve how to insert JavaScript code into a

current page, which include both static and dynamic page; what events of a user should be

captured, and how to send data back to a database.
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. Use External JavaScript Files

JavaScript is an interpreted event-driven language, it can be put anywhere on an HTML page.

Usually, people put the code in the HTML <head> section. In this tool, JavaScript code is

mainly used to track users' mouse and keyboard movements, and users' input as well. The

entire code to achieve these goals is several hundreds of lines in length. If we put them in

<head> section of each page as usual, it would result in the source code of each page to be too

long and hard to read and maintain. Instead, external JavaScript files are used here.

Based on the different functions, the JavaScript code is separated into three JS files. For

example, one is for tracking fixed data such as browser's type, operation systems; one is for

tracking varying data, such as mouse movements and form input on the page; the other is for

saving and sending those tracked data to server-side. We put these three JS files in the same

directory as those HTML pages on which these files are added.

For static HTMLpages, simply add these three files in the <head> section. Figure 4.1 shows

the method to achieve this soal.

For dynamic pages, if the dynamic page is a response of the Web server to the user, we add

those three JS files in the <head> section of the response. After the response gets at the client

side, the JavaScript works the same way as in the static pages. As for those dynamic pages

without any response to the user, we do not need to track anything.

Once those three JS files are added to each page, a few lines of JavaScript code added in the

<body> section of the page call relative functions in the JS files based on the user's action. In

this way, the user's behavior is captured and sent to the server-side program. Figure 4.1 shows

how to call functions defined in the external JavaScript files.
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<HTML>
<HEAD>
<SCRIPT SRC="BasicTracking j s "></SCRIPT>

<S CRIPT SRC= "EventTracking j s " ></SCRIPT>
<S CRIPT SRC= " FormTracking j s " ></S CRIPT>
<IMG SRC = "imgTrackingServlet" Width = t height = l></IMG>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
This is an example for JavaScript Tracking
<CENTER><IMG SRC="p1.gif"name ="image1 " width=1SO>¿CENTER>
<FORM NAME =,f1'METHQþ = "post" )
<BR><TEXTAREA NAME="comments" ROWS=6
COLS=55><ITEXTAREA>

<input type=" submit" ></inpuÞ
</FORM>
<SCRIPT>

callTrackingMethods( ) ;

sendData( );
</SCRIPT>

<ÆoDY>

Figure 4.1: Insert JavaScript Code into a Static Web page

. Capture Only Meaningful Events of a User

A user can have many keyboard and mouse movements on a page. If we track all these

movements, the data will be huge. For example, if we select to track key-press event, when a

user types a resume in a text-area, each key movement can be tracked. If the resume has 3000

cha¡acters, we will have 3000 records. To transfer so much data to server is a huge task if we

have many users at the same time. As a matter of fact, this tool can capture almost all of a

user's movements, though some movements, such as moving a mouse over a form, are of no

importance for us to do analysis. As a result, non-important events are ignored. The most

important user events of interest (for this thesis) are: mouse move-over and click for links and

images; field change event, mouse move-out, and keyboard-pressed event for form input box;

field change event, mouse move-out for other form input such as text-area, selection, etc.
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. Handle Java Applet in JavaScript

Sending much data from client-side JavaScript to a server program or database is not that easy

as sending data from an application program to a database sitting on the same machine.

Fortunately, JavaScript can call public methods of Java applets directly, though the reverse

process is impossible without some extra software package. To implement using Java applets to

send data to the server from the client-side, on each page, the JavaScript code calls Java applets

by sending data to them when any registered event of the user occurs.

. Use Java Applet / Servlet Pair to Ease Sending Data

Java applets act as bridges between the client-side and server-side programs. When the applet

on a page gets its parameters, which, in fact, are tracked data, sent by the JavaScript code, the

applet calls a server-side program and sends those data to that servlet program. Both written in

Java, Java applets can easily talk to servlet programs

. Use Servlet to Connect to Database

Java servlets have many advantages over CGI programs, especially when used as an

application program connecting to a database. A servlet can maintain open JDBC database

connections. When a new request arrives, instead of making a new connection for each request,

a servlet can re-use an existing database connection. This persistent connection avoids 1-2

seconds of latency by opening a new connection and thus enhances the performance of data

transfer [76].

4.4.2.2 Strategies for Implementing Single-pixel Image Tracking

Single-pixel image tracking fits all browsers with or without JavaScript enabled. Strategies for

implementing this technology include where to put such an image, and how to put an image on

dynamic pages, and how to prevent the image being cached.

OJ
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. Put the Image in HTML <head> Section

Most generally, images are put in the <body> of a HTML page. When the body of a page is

downloaded, images in the body are downloaded. We follow this format to put the single-pixel

image at any position in the body of the tracked page. As in the JavaScript tracking by putting

the external JavaScript files in the <head> section to ease the management of both the tracking

code and the HTML page, the single-pixel image is put in <head> section of the HTML page,

as shown in Figure 4.1. Since the image is a 1-by-1 pixel size, and the code in <head> section

is executed earlier than that in <body> section, these two factors allow the tracking image to

download before the body of the Web page is finished.

. Insert the Image into Dynamic Pages

To put the single-pixel image on a dynamic page is to embed the single-pixel image into the

response page, which is created by the Web server. When the browser renders the response

page and downloads the single-pixel image, the tracking program is triggered. Embedding a

single-pixel image is similar to put Javascript code on dynamic pages.

. Prevent Image from being Cached

The single-pixel image is in fact a servlet program, not a real picture, which is updated every

time it runs. Also, this servlet is designed as no-cache by setting values of these headers (the

expires header, the cache control header, and HTTP-EQUIV META Tags) of the response page.

For example, we set the expire date as a past date so that a client machine always has an

outdated cached page and needs to request the page from the server every time. In addition, to

ensure no-cache to work with different versions and brands of most current browsers, the

above three headers are set. As a result, unlike usual images on the Web, this servlet is always

requested from the server instead of from the cache.

4.4.2.3 Implement HTTP Proxy Server Tracking

HTTP proxy server tracking serves as a traditional Web log files tracking. Strategies for

implementing this involve how to setup listening address (i.e., the Web server's address) and

port in order that it can work correctly; and how to send captured data to the database.
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. Setup Listening Address and Port

This proxy listens to the Tomcat built-in Web Server. The address is local host. Since the Web

server listens on port 8080, that means when a user sends a request to port 8080, this request

should go to the proxy first, then the proxy redirect this request to the real port of the Web

server. In order to achieve this, run the HTTP proxy server and configure it to listen on port 80,

which is standard port for HTTP requests and responses.

After running the HTTP proxy server on port 80, all requests sent to port 80 are redirected to

the Web server's port 8080. For example, when a user sends a normal HTTP request to request

pagel of the testing Web site, the user should go to: http://localhost/hlc/servlets/test1.html.

Since the port number of this request is omitted, therefore, the request goes to the default

standard port for HTTP request, i.e., 80, where the HTTP proxy server is listening on. After

getting this request, the HTTP proxy server redirects the request to the Web server, which is

listening on port 8080. Thus, it seems the HTTP proxy server itself sends the following request:

http://localhost:8080/trk/servlets/testl.html. This request goes to the Web server's 8080 port.

After receiving this request, the Web server sends a response back to the HTTP proxy server,

and similarly, the HTTP proxy server redirect the response back to the client. Every time a

request or response transferred by the HTTP proxy server, the HTTP proxy server logs it and

sends it to the database.
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4.4.2.4 Use Database Connection Pooling

Data tracked from all three sources, JavaScript, Single-pixel image, and HTTP proxy server are

sent to a database. However, opening a connection to database is a time-consuming process.

Sometimes, it takes much longer to open a connection than to perform a real database operation.

Therefore, reusing a connection object makes much sense. To make this work,

connection-pooling technology is used. When a database is initially connected, some database

connections are pre-allocated, when an operation finishes with a connection, this connection is

recycled instead of being closed as normal.

Database connection pooling can enhance connection performance. In this design, each of the
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two servlet programs and the HTTP proxy server has a separate connection pool.

4.4.2.5 Handle Multiple-Threads Environment

The Web environment is a multiple-user environment. This environment requires the tracking

tool to be able to handle multiple users at the same time. There is no th¡ead safety problem

with the client side JavaScript and single-pixel image tracking, since each user gets a separate

copy of those files from the Web server, which can handle multiple users. Servlets are

intrinsically multithreaded, which means that a single instance can be accessed by more than

one thread. This allows those two servlet programs, which send tracked data to the database, to

handle multiple users. Also, the HTTP proxy server is explicitly designed to be multi-threaded.

4.4.2.6 Session Control

All the tracked data are for analysis purpose. Session identification is a critical step for

advanced analyses. For a popular site, several hundreds or thousands of the users may be

online concurrently. The data about each of these users are tracked and written into the

database almost concurrently. Therefore, without any session control, these data are totally

unable to be unidentifiable and of less use.
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To solve this session control problem, the following strategies are adopted:

. Like most sites, we explicitly request a user to turn on cookie function to be able to access

the Web site.

. JavaScript tracking program uses cookie on the client-side, while its server-side servlet

program creates session for each user. When a user comes, the JavaScript code creates a

cookie, and sends this cookie to the servlet program. On the server-side, the servlet checks

if there is an existing session ID, and creates one for that client if none exists. This session

ID is sent back in the response to the clienrside as another cookie if the user's browser is

cookie enabled. Since we use session control in the tracking servlet, even if the user turns

off the cookie function of the browser, the user can be still tracked by JavaScript code, and

the tracked data sent to the database are still associated with a session ID which is created

on the server-side.
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Single-pixel tracking program simply uses server-side sessions to control users. Since these

servlet programs run on the same domain, they can share the same session ID. That means,

if any of these servlet programs finds out a session ID exists for a user, that session ID is

used and no new session ID will be created. Also. for later analvsis. we create another

cookie in this approach.

The HTTP proxy server tracking tool can log all session data from the client-side. These

session data include those cookie and session IDs created by the other tracking programs.

4.4.3 Strategies for Data Analysis

Strategies for data analysis mainly include how

and clustering analysis.

. User Identification

In almost every e-commerce site, a user usually completes some forms. Since the JavaScript

code on each page can capture the form data, this offer a way to identify the user. For those

users without any form data, cookie is another way to identify users, although it is not very

effective, as users can delete cookies manually. Although an IP address and operation

environment can be considered as an alternative way to identify a user, they lack accuracy.

We do not use this approach. In this thesis, we identify users by session ID created by the

serve-side tracking programs and userld tracked by JavaScript approach. Only in the following

two cases, any two records are regarded as from the same user: the two records with the same

user ID; the two records have the same session ID but two different user IDs, they are regarded

as from the same user with two user IDs.
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to identify user and sessions, do path analysis

. Sessionldentification

For a returning user that has more than one session, the tracked time on the server side is used

to identify a session. We based the session identification on the assumption: all session IDs are

unique. In this way, a session is easy to identify.
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. Path Analysis

Path analysis is based on session data. Although we have session data from each tracking

approach, single-pixel image tracks users by page view, that means, one page leads to one data

entry in the database. This would greatly simplify the data preparation process.

. Cluster Analysis

Implementation of cluster analysis, in this thesis, is based on the following assumption: If a

user is interested in some pages, in a later visit, the user would visit these pages again. This

assumption allows us to consider only the session with most unique pages visited by the user.

In other words, a user may have more than one session data, but we only consider one session

for this user. In that session, the user may visit more unique pages than in other sessions.

4.5 Deployment Diagram

Deployment of this tool follows a three-tier architecture, as shown in Figure 4.2. "The

three-tier architecture is a versatile and modular infrastructure intended to improve usability,

flexibility, interoperability and scalability" llll. In this architecture, the f,rrst tier, known as

presentation tier, mainly the Web browser, includes client-side control such as user input

validation; the second tier, known as the application server, provides the business processes

and data operations; the third tier stores the data.

Some advantages of a three-tier architecture include Ul,781: (1) modifying or replacing any

tier component is easy without affecting the other tiers, (2) better load balancing because of

separation of the application and database functionality; (3) more security policies can be

enforced on the server tiers because of the separation of the client and server.
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4.6 Quality Assurance

Quality assurance deals with the overall management of quality, while quality control identifies
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defects and corrects them so that a defecrfree product is produced [79]. Although such a

difference exists [80], the following section focuses on more technical aspects, verification and

validation process, an integral part of quality control than overall management. Notice that

quality control is a subcomponent of the overall quality assurance task in software

develooment.
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4.6.1 FormalSpecification

The formal specification presented in this thesis does not use any particular specification

languages; rather, mathematical theory, especially discrete mathematical theory, and notations

are used. Set theoretical notations are used to described structural components, while predicate

logic is used to describe requirements.

. Basic Data Tlpes

The following basic data types in table 4-7, together with some basic operations, have their

corresponding data types in almost all programming languages. Therefore, instead of

re-defining them, we use them as a basis for our specification.

Symbol

Z

R

S

Denotation

B

Integer data type

F

Real data type
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N

False

T

String data type

True

. Composite Tlpes

Boolean data type

Simple data types, as in Table 4.7, are insufficient to describe the structure of this tool. More

composite types are defined in the following table for this specification.

NULL

Basic Operation

Table 4-7: Basis Data Types

Comparison: s1==s2 ?

Concatenation: s1=s2 +s3
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Sign

seouence of x
sizeof(s)

structure of ... end

TypeName = TypeExpression

VariableName : TypeName

requirement

Denotation

pre-condition

A sequence of type X, which can be abstracted as an array

Table 4-8: Composite Types Definition Template

. User Defîned TYpes

Current size of the sequence of s, always zeto or a positive

post-condition

To define a structure, like the structure in C language

To define a new type

Cookie and Session are used to identify unique session and user. They both have IDs, names

and values. Table 4-9 and Table 4-10 show the structure of a cookie and session, respectively.

To decla¡e a variable

Must be true befo¡e any operation for this requirement is

invoked

Must be true after any operation for this requirement is

invoked

Cookie = structure of
cookield : S
cookieName : S

cookieValue : S

end

Table 4-9: User Defined Data Type: Cookie

Also, to facilitate data analysis later, each page is assigned a unique ID. The ID is a string,

which consists of a character "P" and an integer, for example, a page

http :ülocalhost/hk/servlet/inclex.html can be denoted as "P 1 ".

Session = structure of
sessionld : S

sessionName : S

sessionValue: S

end

Table 4-10: User Defined Data Type: Session
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. Global Variables

The following global variables are defined, see Table 4-12. JS_TABLE, IMG_TABLE,

PROXY_TABLE USER_TABLE, PAGE_TABLE, and PATH_TABLE are tables in the

database. The first three tables keep tracked data from the three tracking programs: JavaScript

code, single-pixel image, and HTTP proxy separately. The rest a¡e for analysis purpose. The

right column variables in the table are maximum size for each table. In addition, JsDataEntry,

ImgDataEntry, ProxyDataEntry, UserEntry, Page, PathEntry, and ClusterEntry are defined later

in the specification as required,

Table 4- 1 l: User Defined Data Type: Pageld

Pageld: S

JS_TABLE : sequence of JsDataEntry

IMG_TABLE : sequence of ImgDataEntry

PROXY_TABLE : sequence of ProxyDataEntry

USER_TABLE: sequence of UserEntry

PAGE_TABLE : sequence of Page

PATH_TABLE : sequence of PathEntry

CLUSTER_TABLE : sequence of ClusterEntry

Table 4-12: Global Variables

. SpecificationStatement

Predicate logic is used to describe pre- and post-conditions for any requirement as shown in

Table 4-8. A simple predicate, which usually has one or more arguments, is of the fbrm P(x),

where x is an argument that is used in the predicate P. A general form of a quantified statement

can be written in one of the followins forms shown in Table 4-13:

MAX JS ENTRIES :Z
MAX_IMG_ENTRIES : Z

MAX PROXY ENTRIES : Z

Statement 1: <quantifier><declaration(s)>ocpredicate>

Statement 2: <quantifier><declaration(s)>l<constr¿lnþo<predicate>

MAX-USER-ENTRIES : Z

MAX PAGE ENTRIES :Z
MAX PAIH ENTRIES :Z
MAX-CLUSTER-ENTRIES : Z

Table 4-13: Forms of Specification Statements
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Two frequently used kinds of quantifiers are universal (V) and existential (=). To create

compound predicates, statements can be nested and combined together using one or more

logical connectives, such as 
^, 

v, -, 3, and e. Truth tables for the logical connectives are

available in [1, 81]. The formal specification of a requirement in this thesis follows this

format:

<name><input parameter (s)><output parameter (s)>

pre-condition

post-condition

Both the pre-conditions and posrconditions are given as predicates. In any operation, we use p'

to indicate the variable p has been changed after that operation

4.6.1.1 Specification of Traffic Tracking

All user-tracking processes can be regarded as writing entries into a database table. Any

database table can be abstracted as an array of entries. Since each tracking method captures

different kinds of data about a user almost concurrently, therefore, entries and tables are

different. As a result, they should be defined separately based on each tracking method.

4.6.1.L.l JavaScript Tracking

JavaScript tracking focuses on tracking a user's operation environment, mouse and keyboard

movements, and form inputs. Also, session and cookie are captured if available.

. Data TYpes Defined for JavaScript Tracking

Variable JsFixedData (see Table 4-15) keeps a user's all non-varying data in the session.

Variable JsVaryData (see Table 4-17) keeps a user's real time data, such as keyboard and

mouse movements or form inputs. JsVaryData is made up of two string arays: jsForm and

jsEvent. While jsForm keeps all a users input on a page, JsEvent keeps a user's current events

on a page. Both JsForm and JsEvent are string data types.

Table 4-14: Format Used in This Soecificatlon

13
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JsFixedData = structure of
jsJavaScriptEnabled : B
jsJavaEnabled : B
jsCookieEnabled: B
jsCookies : JCookie
jsBrowserType : S
jsScreenSize : S
jsClientTimeln: S

end

Table 4-15: User Defined Data Tvoe: JsFixedData

JCookie in a JsFixedData object is made up of two parts, as shown in Table 4-16.

JCookie = structure of
jsCookie: Cookie
jsOtherCookie : S

end

Table 4-16: User Defined Data Type: JCookie

JsVaryData = structure of
jsEvent : JsEvent
jsForm: S

end

The information in JsEvent include the source and the type of the event. Besides, all fields of a

user's inputs can be put into a big string. Table 4-18 shows the structure of JsEvent.

Table 4-I7 : User Defined Data Type: JsVaryData

JsEvent = structure of
srcOfEvent : S

typeOfEvent: S

end

Table 4-18: User Defined Data Type: JsEvent
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JsDataEntry = structure of
jsFixedData : JsFixedData
jsVaryData : JsVaryData
jsServerTime : S
jsSession: Session
jslpAddr: S

end

JsDataEntry consists of all data tracked from JavaScript code. That includes two parts,

JsFixedData and JsVaryData. Also, it records when this tracking program starts and the IP

address of the client. The data is sent to JS TABLE table in the database.

Table 4- 19: User Defined Data Type: JsDataEntry

. Requirements Specification

In the following section, each requirement for JavaScript tracking is specified using the

pre-defined format.

Name

input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition
description

initializeFixedData

specification

post-condition

None

description

jsFixedData( i )

None

None

specification

Ensure all variables in jsFixedData( i ) are initialized.

V i:Z li >t . jsFixedData( i )jsJavaScriptEnabled= F n
jsFixedData( i )jsJavaEnabled = F n
jsFixedData( i )jsCookieEnabled = F n
jsFixedData( i )jsCookies = N n
jsFixedData( i )jsBrowserType = N n
jsFixedData( i )jsScreenSize = N n
jsFixedData( i )jsClientTimeln = N

Table 4-20: Initialize Fixed Data Variables
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name

input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition
description

trackFixedData

specification

None

description

jsFixedData( i )

post-condition

None

None

A JsFixedData object jsFixedData( i )', whose values are not
null, exists.

specification

Vi:Zli>t.
jsFixedData(

jsFixedData(

jsFixedData(

jsFixedData(

jsFixedData(

jsFixedData(

jsFixedData(

jsFixedData(

name

input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)
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pre-condition

)'jsJavaScriptEnabled É N n
)'jsJavaEnabled * N n
)'jsCookieEnabled + N n (

)'jsCookies == N v
)'jsCookies*N)n
)'jsBrowserType * N n
)'jsScreenSize + N n

)'jsClientTimeln * N

Table 4-2I: Trackìns Fixed Data

description

trackVaryData

specification

None

description

jsVaryData( i )

post-condition

jsFixedData( i )jsJavaScriptEnabled is not false.

Yi : Zl i >1 . jsFixData( i )jsJavaScriptEnabled * F

Create a JsEvent objectjsEvent( i );
Create a jsVaryData object jsEvent( i )

specification

1i :Zll >l o jsEven( i ) + N <+

jsEvent( i ).srcOfEvent * N n
jsEvent.typeOfEvent + N

1i : Zli 21 o jsVaryData( i ) * N <+

(sVaryData( i ) jsEvent = jsEvent( i ) n
(jsVaryData( i )jsForm É N v
jsVaryData( i )jsForm == N ) )

Table 4-22: Track Vary Data
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name

input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition
description

trackJsDataEntrv

specification

jsFixedData( i ) and jsVaryData( i )

description

post-condition

jsDataEntry( i )

If the fixed data does not exist, nothing will be tracked.

I t : Zl i >1 . jsFixedData( i ) * N
Two situations exist: vary data exist or not.

specification

1i:Zli>t.1¡
jsDataEntry(
jsDataEntry(

(jsVaryData(
jsDataEntry(
jsDataEntry(
jsDataEntry(
jsDataEntry(
jsDataEntry(

Name

input parameter (s)

VaryData(i)*N+
. ). jsFixedD¿1¿ = jsFixedData( i ) n

)jsVaryDa¡¿ = jsVaryData( i ) ) v
)==N-
)jsFixedD¿¡¿ = jsFixedData( i ) n

.)¡sVaryData=N)n

.)jsServerTime*Nn
)jslpAddr * Nn
) jsSession jsSessionld * N

output parameter (s)

Table 4-23: Track JS DataEntry

pre-condition

createCookie

jsFixedData( i ) jsCookieEnabled
jsFixedData( i ) jsJavaScriptEnabled

jsVaryData( i ) jsCookies

description

post-condition

specification

jsDataEntry( i )

The browser is cookie supported, and a cookie created by

JavaScript code is not yet available.

description

V i : Zl i >1 . jsFixedData( i )jsCookieEnabled == T A
jsFixedData( i )jsJavaScriptEnabled == T n
jsVaryData( i )jsCookiesjsCookie --= N

specification

A cookie is created.

1i:Z I i)1 .
isDataEntrv( i ).isVarvData.isCookies.isCookie + N

Table 4-24: Create a Cookie
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Name

input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition

post-condition

description

checkJsSession

specification

None

description

jsSession

specification

Name

None

input parameter (s)

None

output parameter (s)

jsSession( i ).sessionld * N.

1i:Z li >t " jsDaraEntry( i )jsSession.sessionld + N

pre-condition

Table 4-25: Check the JsSession

description

post-condition

jsAddEntry

jsDataEntry( i ), JS_TABLE

specification

JS TABLE

description

18

Table 4-26: Add the Entry to JS_TABLE

4.6.1.1.2 Single-pixel Image Tracking

JS_TABLE has no such entry;jsDataEntry( i ) is not null

specification

I i, j : Zl I <i, 1 <j < sizeof(JS_TABLE) o

jsDataEntry( i ) + N n -(JS_TABLE( j ) == jsDataEntry( i ))

The single-pixel image is a trigger to the server-side tracking program. Since the tracking

program runs on the server side, major data can be tracked using CGI variables. Besides,

session data can be tracked separatelv.

. User Defined Tlpes

An lCookie object is made up of two parts, shown in Table 4-27. Another data type,

ImgCgiData, shown in Table 4-28, includes mosr CGI variables.

Add one entrv into JS TABLE.

sizeof(JS-TABLE') = sizeof(JS_TABLE) + I n
(! i, j : Zl | <i, 1 <j < sizeof (JS_TABLE') .

JS_TABLE'1 ; ; == jsDataEntry( i ) )
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ICookie = structure of
imgCookie : Cookie

imgOtherCookie: S

end

Table 4-27 : User Defined Data Tvoe: Icookie

ImgCgiData = structure of
imgAuth_type :S
imgContent_length: S

imgContent_type : S

imgDocument_root: S

imgPath_info : S
imsPath translated : S
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imgQuery_string: S

ImgDataEntry, shown in Figure 4-29, rs defined to represent an entry of items tracked by

single-pixel image. In addition to CGI variables, this data type also includes cookies, session

data, and server-side time when the single-pixel image triggers the tracking program.

imgRemote_addr: S
imgRemote_host: S

imsRemote user : S

imgRequest_method: S

imgReferrerURl: S

imgScript_name : S

imgServer_name : S

imgServer_port: S

imgServer_protocol : S

imgServer_software : S

Table 4-28: User Defined Data Type: ImgCgiData

end

imgDataEntry = structure of
imgSession : Session

imgCookies : ICookie
imgRequest_time : S

imgCgiData : ImgCgiData
end

Table 4-29: User Defined Data Type: ImgDataEntry
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. Requirements Specification

Single-pixel image tracking process involves session control and tracking and saving of

tracked data.

name

input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition
description

tracklmgDataEntry

specification

None

description

imgDataEntry( i )
None

None

Ensure an ImgDataEntry object exists.

Vi

post-condition

Zl i >1. imgCgiData( i ).imgAuth_type r N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgContent_length I N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgContent_type I N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgDocument_root # N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgPath_info t N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgPath_translated +N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgQuery_string * N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgRemote_addr É N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgRemote_host * N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgRemote_user * N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgRequesr_method +N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgReferrerURl+N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgScript_name t N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgServer_name t N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgServer_port É N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgServer_protocol * N n
imgCgiData( i ).imgServer_software t N

Z | í >l o imgDataEntry( i ).imgSession t N n
ìmgDataEntry( i ).imgCookie * N n
imgDataEntry( i ).imgRequest_time É N n
imgDataEntry( i ).imgCgiData = imgCgiData ( i )
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specification

Vi

Table 4-30: Tracking Data Using Image
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name

input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition

post-condition

description

checklmsSession

specification

None

description

imgSession

specification

Name

None

input parameter (s)

None

output parameter (s)

Table 4-31: Check the ImeSession

imgDataEntry( i ).imgSession.sessionld * N
f i:Z li >t . imgDataEntry( i ).imgSession.sessionld *N

pre-condition

description

imgAddEntry

imgDataEntry( i ), IMG_TABLE

post-condition

specification

IMG TABLE'

8l

IMG_TABLE does not have such an entry;
and imgDataEntry( i ) is not null.

description

Table 4-32: Add the Entrv to Database IMG TABLE

4.6.1.1.3 HTTP Proxy Server Tracking

I i, j : Zl | <i, 1 <j < sizeof( IMG_TABLE ) .
imgDataEntry(i)*Nn

-(IMG-TABLE( i ) == imsDataEntry( i ))

specification

HTTP proxy server tracks requests and response between the user and the Web server.

. User Defined TYpes

Add one entry into IMG_TABLE.

sizeof(IMG_TABLE') = sizeof(IMG_TABLE) + 1 n
(l i, j : Zl | <i, I <j < sizeof(IMG_TABLE') o

IMG-TABLE'( j ) == imgDataEntry( i ) )

To represent the data tracked using this approach, the ProxyDataEntry data type is defined.

Table 4-33 shows the structure of ProxyDataEntrv record.
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ProxyDataEntry = structure of
proxyRequstMethod: S

proxyProtocol : S
proxyAcceptFiles_type : S

proxyAcceptlanguages : S
proxyAcceptEncoding : S

proxyUserAgent : S

proxyHost: S

proxyResponseStatus : S

proxyURl: S

proxyReferer: S

proxyTime : S

proxyCookies : Cookie
proxyServerType : S

proxySession : Session

:nd

Table 4-33: User Defined Data Type: ProxyDataEntry

. RequirementsSpecification

HTTP proxy server tracking process mainly involves requests from the client to the Web server.

Also, session data are tracked by the proxy server.
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Name

input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition

post-condition

description

checkProxySession

specification

None

description

proxySession

specification

None

None

proxySession

Table 4-34: Check the ProxySession

1i:Z li >t . proxyDataEntry( i ).proxySession.sessionld+ N
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Name

Input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition

description

trackProxvEntrv

specification

None

description

proxyDataEntry( i )

None

None

post-condition

Ensure a proxyDataEntry object exists.

Vi :Zli2I o

proxyDataEntry( i ).proxyRequestMethod É N n
proxyDataEntry( i ).proxyProtocol + N n
proxyDataEntry( i ).proxyAcceptFiles É N n
proxyDataEntry( i ).proxyAcceptEncoding É N n
proxyDataEntry( i ).proxyUserAgent É N n
proxyDataEntry( i ).proxyHost É N n
proxyDataEntry( i ).proxyResponseStatus * N n
proxyDataEntry( i ).proxylocation + N n

(proxyDataEntry( i ).proxyReferer == N v
proxyDataEntry( i ).proxyReferer * N) 

^
proxyDataEntry( i ).proxyTime n

(proxyDataEntry( i ). proxyCookies = N v
proxyDataEntry( i ). proxyCookies + N) n
proxyDataEntry( i ). proxyServerType + N n
proxyDataEntry( i ).proxySession.sessionld + N

specification

Name

Input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

Table 4-35: Trackine Data Usins HTTP Proxv Server

pre-condition

description

proxyAddEntry

proxyDataEntry( i ), PROXY_TABLE

post-condition

specification

PROXY TABLE'

No such an entry
proxyDataEntry(

description

3 i, j : Zl | <i, 1 <j < sizeof(PROXY_TABLE) .
proxyDataEntry(i)*Nn

-(PROXY_TABLE( j ¡ == proxyDataEntry( i ))

specification

Add one entry into PROIXY_TABLE.

n PROXY-TABLE;
) exists.

sizeof(PROXY-TABLE') = sizeof(PROXY-TABLE) + 1 n
(3 i, j : Zl | <i, 1 < J < sizeof(PROXY*TABLE') o

PROXY-TABLE'( j ) == proxyDataEntry( i ) )

Table 4-36: Add the Entrv to Database PROXY TABLE
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4.6.1.2 Specification of Traffic Analysis

Traffic analyses in this thesis mainly include user identification, session identification, path

analysis, and clustering analysis. All analyses are based on the tracked data saved in the

database.

. User Defined TVpes

A user can be identified by a user ID, which is string, as defined in Table 4-37 . Ãn entry for a

user consists of the following items, shown in Table 4-38.

Table 4-38: User Defined Data Types: UserEntry

The analysis results of unique users are saved in the table USER_TABLE

presented in Table 4-12.

Table 4-37: User Defined Data Tvpes: User
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UserEntry = structure of
user : User
userSessionld : S

end

User: S

In the path analysis, we need to map each URL to the page ID. To achieve this, the data type

Page is defined. The structure of Page is shown in Table 4-39.

Another data type, SessionPage, which consists of a group of ordered pages, is defined as

Page = structure of
url:S
pageld : Pageld

end

Table 4-39: User Defined Data Types: Page

in the database, as
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shown in Table 4-40. The session analysis result can be described as a data type, PathEntry,

which consists of session data and all the pages for that session, i.e., a SessionPage object. Path

analysis results are saved in the table PAIH_TABLE, a sequence of PathEntry objects. Table

4-41 shows the structure of PathEntry object.

SessionPage : seq Pageld

Table 4-40: User Defined Data Types: SessionPase

PathEntry = structure of
session : Session

sessionPage : SessionPage

end

Clustering is a process to group similar users. A cluster ID is used to differentiate a group from

others. In this data type, uniquePage is a special kind of SessionPage, since all pages in

uniquePage are unique. Table 4-42 shows the structure of a ClusterEntry object.
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Table 4-41: User Defined Data Tvpes: PathEntrv

Table 4-42: User Defined Data Types: ClusterEntry

Clustering analysis results are saved in the table CLUSTER_TABLE, which consists of a

sequence of ClusterEntry objects.

ClusterEntry = structure of
user : User
clusterld : Z
uniquePage : SessionPage

end

. RequirementSpecification

User identification is based on session data when available. Otherwise, more data entries
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should be combined. All data about the

Table 4-43 specifies how to identify

identification by username.

name

input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition

user are saved in a newly created table USER_TABLE.

a user by cookies while Table 4-44 specifies user

description

identifyUserByCookie

specification

IMG-TABLE, USER-TABLE

description

USER TABLE'ornone

A same cookie Id exists for two records.

None

post-condition

One same username for those two records.

(Vi, j : Zl | <i, j < sizeof(IMG_TABLE) o

IMG_TABLE( i ).imgCookie + N n
IMG_TABLE( j ).imgCookie * N n
IMG-TABLE( i ).imgCookie ==
IMG-TABLE( j ).imgCookie) n

(-(! k, g : Z I I < k, g < sizeof(USER_TABLE) .
USER-TABLE( k ).user.username ==
USER_TABLE( g ).user.username) =
(sizeof(USER-TABL'E) = sizeof(USER-TABLE) +

(l r, h :Zll <r, h < sizeof(MAX_USER_TABLE) o

USER-TABLE'( r ).user.username ==
USER_TABLE'( h ).user.username) n
USER-TABLE'( r ).sessionld ==
IMG_TABLE( i ).imgSession.sessionld)

specification
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Table 4-43: Identify User by Cookies
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name

input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition

description

identifvUserB vUsername

JS-TABLE

USER_TABLE'or none.

specification

post-condition

If a user name has been tracked by JS code, and the table

USER_TABLE does not have such a user.

Vi : Zl 1 < i < sizeof(JS_TABLE) r
JS_TABLE( i ). jsFormData.username * N n

-(3 i : Zl I <i < sizeof( USER_TABLE ) o

USER-TABLE( i ).user.username ==
JS_TABLE( i ). j sFormData.username)

description

Table 4-44: Identifv User bv Username

. Unique Session Identification

specification

Creare an enrry in USER_TABLE.

sizeof(USER-TABLE') = sizeof(USER-TABLE) + I n
(- i : Zl t< i < sizeof(MAX_USER_TABLE ) o

USER-TABLE'( i ).user.username ==
JS_TABLE( i ).i sFormData.username)

Session identification uses the data from the three data source tables. A user may have more

than one session. Since we track data by session, a unique session ID identifies a unique

session. Table 4-45 specifies session identification.

Data for a user saved in separate forms are related by session ID. Table 4-46 specifies the

association of the data in table JS TABLE with the other two tables.

. Path Analysis

Path analysis is based on session data in the table IMG_TABLE, since single-pixel image

tracks users based on page views. All pages viewed are ordered by time in a session and

constitute an entry in table PATH_TABLE. Each entry in PATH_TABLE is a node in our path

tree (described in Chapter 3). Table 4-47 specifies the creation of a path node.
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name

rnput parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition
description

specification

identifySession

description

JS-TABLE, IMG-TAB LE, PROXY-TAB LE

None

post-condition

None

None

Two same session IDs mean a same sesslon

Vi, j:Z | 1<i, j <sizeof(JS_TABLE,

IMG_TABLE,
PROXY-TABLE) o

(JS_TABLE( i ) jSession.sessionld ==
JS_TABLE( j ) jSession.sessionld =
JS_TABLE( i ) jSession == JS_TABLE( j )jSession ) n

(IMG-TABLE( i ).imgSession.sessionld ==
IMG_TABLE(j ).imgSession.sessionld =>

IMG-TABLE( i ).imgSession ==
IMG_TABLE( j ).imgSession) n

(PROXY-TABLE( i ).proxySession.sessionld ==
PROXY_TABLE( j ).proxySession.sessionld +

PROXY-TABLE( i ).proxySession ==
PROXY_TABLE( j ).proxySession)

specification

name
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input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition

Table 4-45: Identify Sessron

description

specification

associateData

post-condition

description

Any entry in JS_TABLE,IMG_TABLE, PROXY_TABLE

Associate data in one table with other two tables

None

None

For any entry in a table, there exists at least an entry in each

of other two tables, they share the same session ID.

specification

Vi : Zl 1 < i < sizeof(JS_TABLE) o

(JS_TABLE( i )jSession.sessionld I N +
()j : Zl t <j < sizeof(IMG_TABLE) o

IMG_TABLE( j ).imgSession.sessionld =
JS_TABLE( i ) jSession.sessionld) n

(1k: Zl 1 < k < sizeof(PROXY-TABLE) o

PROXY_TABLE( k ).proxySession.sessionld =
JS_TABLE( i ). jSession.sessionld))

Table 4-46: Associate Data in Different Tables
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name

input parameter (s)

output paramete

pre-condition

(s)

description

createPathNode

specification

IMG_TABLE, PAGE-TABLE

PAIH-TABLE'

If no such an entry exists in PATH_TABLE.

description

Vi : Zl t < i < sizeof(IMG_TABLE) o

-(l j : Zl I < j< sizeof(PAIH_TABLE) o

IMG_TABLE( i ).imgSession.sessionld ==
PATH_TABLE( i ).session.sessionld)

post-condition

For all entries in a session, all pages ordered by time are

stored in a strins.

Yi : Zl 1 < i < sizeof(IMG_TABLE) o

(Yj : Zl t <j < sizeof(IMG_TABLE) o

IMG_TABLE( i ).imgSession.sessionld ==
IMG_TABLE( j ).imgSession.sessionld =

(Vk, g : Zl | <k, g I sizeof(PAGE_TABLE) o

(IMG_TABLE( i ). imgReferrerURl

== PAGE_TABLE( k ).url n
IMG_TABLE( j ).imgReferrerURl

==PAGE_TABLE( g ).url) >
(sizeof(PAIH_TABLE') = sizeof(PATH_TABLE) + 1 n
PATH_TABLE'( i ).sessionPage =
PAGE_TABLE( k ).pageld + PAGE_TABLE( g ).pageld n

PAIH_TABLE'( i ).session.sessionld =
IMG_TABLE( i ).imgSession.sessionld ) ) )

specification
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. Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis is based on user data in the tables USER_TABLE and PAIH_TABLE. In

cluster analysis, we only care about which page has been visited in a certain session, not the

browsing order of those pages in that session. Obviously, two users show similar interests if

they visited the same or similar pages no matter the path they followed. In the specification

shown in Table 4-48, the function "clustering" and a constant "THRESHHOLD" are used

without providing their details, since as presented in Chapter 3, standard clustering algorithms

are available in the literature, therefore, instead of redefining them, they are used here directly.

Table 4-47: Create a Path Node
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name

input parameter (s)

output parameter (s)

pre-condition

description

identifyUserCluster

US ER-TAB LE, PAIH_TAB LE

CLUSTER_TABLE'or none

Assign a cluster ID to all users; any user has an initial
unique cluster ID.

specrllcatlon

Yi : Zl 1 < i < sizeof(USER_TABLE) .
(1 j : Zl 1 <j < sizeof(CLUSTER_TABLE) o

USER_TABLE( i ).user =-
CLUSTER_TABLE( j ).user) n

CLUSTER_TABLE ( j ).clusterld * N zr

- (l g: Zl | <k < sizeof( CLUSTER_TABLE) o

CLUSTER_TABLE( j ).clusterld ==
CLUSTER_TABLE( k).clusterld))

post-condition

description

specification

Identify user( j ) is in a given cluster or not.
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4.6.2 Verification

The following sections verify the requirements captured by above specification.

Vi : Zl 1 < i < sizeof(CLUSTER_TABLE) .
(Yj : Z I i < j < sizeof(CLUSTER-TABLE) o

clustering(CLUSTER_TABLE( i ).uniquePage,
CLUSTER_TABLE( j ).uniquePage) <

THRESHHOLD >
CLUSTER_TABLE'( i ).clusterld =

CLUSTER-TABLE'( j ).clusterld

4.6.2.1 Verification of Traffic Tracking

Verification of traffic tracking includes verifying the requirements for each of the three

tracking approaches.

. JavaScriptTfacking

Data tracked using JavaScript code consist of two parts, JsFixedData and JsVaryData.

JsFixedData a¡e those data which do not change, in the same session. For any browser

accessing a given site, all data items in JsFixedData are always tracked. To ensure each item in

JsFixedData has a value, in "initializeFixedData". all variables are initialized. When a user

Table 4-48: Identify User Cluster
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comes to a page, new fixed data items will replace those initialized values. This is achieved in

"trackFixedData". JsVaryData exists when the user has some activities on a page. As shown in

the post-condition of "trackVaryData", each item in JsVaryData has a value. Besides

JsFixedData and JsVaryData, we also track the time when the tracked data are sent to the

server-side and the IP address ofthe user, since client-side JavaScript cannot get the IP address.

All these can be found in "trackJsDataEntry". For any user, since "JsFixedData" is about the

operation environment of the user, therefore, no matter whether the "JsVaryData" exists or not,

"trackJsDataEntry" always runs if "JsFixedData" exists. That is why we have a pre-condition

in "trackJsDataEntry" to make sure "JsFixedData" exists before executing "trackJsDataEntry".

To identify a user, we create client-side cookie and server-side session for the user if the cookie

and session are unavailable. Since we are using JavaScript code to create a cookie, we should

ensure that the user's browser supports JavaScript and the cookie's function is turned on. Also

if such a cookie already exists, we do not need to create a new one. These are captured in the

pre-condition of "createCookie". For the session created by the server, the session ID is sent to

the client as another cookie. we need to do the same check as above. This is shown in

"checkJsSession". Finally, all tracked data are sent to the table JS_TABLE in "jsAddEntry". To

ensure the same data are not sent more than once, we use a pre-condition to make sure only

new data entry can be sent to the database table.

. Single-pixel Image Tiacking

Single-pixel image tracks user by using server-side sessions. All server-side programs can

share a session. It is possible before the tracking program is triggered, other tracking processes,

such as HTTP proxy or JavaScript code, have occurred. However, whether such a session

exists or not, we only need to ensure a session exists after "checklmgSession". All data tracked

using this approach remain unchanged for the same page. Therefore, we do not need to

initialize these data items in "tracklmgDataEntry", and as the post-condition, each of these data

items has a value. All tracked data are sent to the table IMG TABLE in "imsAddEntrv". no

duplicate data are sent.

. HTTP Proxy Server Tracking

9l
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Every time a user makes a request to a server and the server sends a response to the user, the

data about the request and the response are tracked by the HTTP proxy server. First, session in

this approach is checked as "checkProxySession", whose post-condition ensures that a session

exists for a user whether the session ID is newly created or it is an old one. In

"trackProxyEntry", the user's data about requests, responses, and session are tracked through

the post-condition which ensures that each of these data items has a value. Finally, all tracked

data are sent to the table PROXY_TABLE in "proxyAddEntry". A pre-condition prevents

sendins the data in duolicates.

4.6.2.2 Verification of Traffic Analysis

Verification of traffic analysis consists of

identification, path and cluster analyses.

. Unique User Identification

Unique user identification is done based on the two assumptions: a username identifies a user;

two users with the same cookie are same user. In "identifyUserByUsername", we check

whether or not a username has been tracked by JavaScript code. If a username exists, that user

is identified. Only a new user's data can be sent to the table USER_TABLE. Therefore, before

sending data, we check whether this user exists in that table or not as shown in pre-condition of

"identifyUserByUsername". In "identifyUserByCookie", we check any two entries in the

IMG-TABLE. If these two entries have the same cookie, that means these two entries are from

the same user. The data of the user are added to the table USER TABLE after checkins to

ensure no such a user exists in that table.

verifying the requirements for user and sesslon

. Unique Session Identification

Session analysis is done on the assumption: only data in the same session are associated with

the same session ID. In "identifySession", for any two available entries in each of the three

source tables: JS_TABLE, IMG_TABLE, and PROXY_TABLE, if they share the same session

ID, they come from the same session. Also, since we track session ID during each tracking,

therefore, session ID can be used to associate data from those three tables, as presented in
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"associateData"

. Path Analysis

Path analysis is based on the pages, which are ordered by time and browsed by a user in a

session. A path is defined as a group of pages ordered by time in this specification. Since

single-pixel image tracks a user by page views, therefore, path analysis uses data from the table

IMG_TABLE. In the postcondition of "createPathNode", we specify that for any entry in the

table IMG_TABLE, if another entry has the same session ID as the first one, then we add the

second one's page string to the first one. In this way, all pages with the same session ID are

added one by one to form a path node.

. Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis assigns a unique cluster ID to each user in the table USER_TABLE. Since a

user may have more than one session, we base our analysis on the assumption that if a user is

interested in some pages, the user would visit the pages several times. Based on this, we only

consider the session in which there are the most unique pages. As a result, each user has only

one session to be considered. This is specified in "identifyUserCluster". In the pre-condition,

we ensure that each user in USER_TABLE has a unique ID. In the post-condition, consider any

two users, A and B, if the distance of clustering operation on the pages visited by A and B

satisfies a pre-set threshold, we consider A and B belong to the same cluster and as a result,

replace user B's cluster's ID with userA's cluster's ID.

4.7 Run-time Behavior

Traffic tracking and analysis in this thesis includes two parts: tracking and analysis. The main

focus is on tracking, although some analyses are done as well.
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4.7.1 Traffic Tracking

The run-time behavior of traffic tracking module includes all behaviors from each of the three

tracking approaches: JavaScript tracking, single-pixel image, and HTTP proxy server.

. JavaScriptTtacking

JavaScript tracking can capture and send form data to the server program, which parses the

required data items and send them to a database. The tracking mechanism is based on tracking

user events. The tool can be configured to select what kinds ofevents should be tracked. In this

implementation, we track mouse-over and mouse-click events for all links and images on any

page; for form input, we register mouse-out, field-change, and key-pressed events; and

mouse-out and field-changed for other types of form input such as text-area and texffield.

Figure 4.3 shows what happens when a user using MSIE 6.0 visits page 2, which has

JavaScript tracking code. On the page, the form at the bottom is, in fact, hidden from the user.

The JavaScript tracking code automatically creates this form every time a user with a

JavaScript enabled browser arrives at this page. Item 0 of the form includes all fixed data and

cookies information if the user turns on cookie function. The other items record user event

types and source of the events. For example, in this form (the hidden part of Figure 4.3) the

user moved the mouse over the link to page 3, and then put the mouse over the image.

94
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Although we can capture all the user's events on the page and send the records to the database,

the user's last event before leaving this page is not shown on this form and other later run-time

snapshots because we can not capture the screen (i.e., print out screen to get the snapshot)

while leaving a page (normally this is the last event).

Figure 4.3: JS Tracking for MSIE Browsers: Link and Image Tracking

To imitate online shopping process on e-commerce sites, which usually ask for some user

inputs, Figure 4.4 shows an example on how JavaScript tracking code tracks the user form

data.
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On arriving at this page, the hidden form creates first line for fixed data. The pre-set user name

is "your userid" and password is " your password". The second line of the tracking form shows

that the user is changing the password and pressed the key " a" and input "a" in the password

box. Then again, input "b" and "c" which are recorded in the next two lines as Item 2 and Item

3, respectively. The last item shows that the user moved out the mouse from the password box

and now this item shows the whole value of the password is "abc", which is what the user has

input. When the user leaves this page, these items are sent to the server-side program.

Usually, some pages might have more than one form. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show how the

JavaScript code tracks input from multiple forms on a single page.

Figure 4.4: JS Tracking for MSIE Browsers: Tracking User Input

1îF
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Figure 4.5 shows a situation when a user just arrives on a page. Since the user has not made

any event yet, the hidden form has only one line for fixed data. Also, we can find that each of

the input boxes has an initial value set by the site for the purpose of explanation. The two

forms on this page are separate. In fact, the form can be any kind of forms, such as text-area,

text-field. choice box. etc.
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Figure 4.5: JS Tracking for MSIE Browsers: Tracking Multiple Forms (1)
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Figure 4.6: JS Tracking for MSIE Browsers: Tracking Multiple Forms (2)

Figure 4.6 shows the user changed the value in the second form, which triggered the JavaScript

code to capture data from all form inputs. Item I and Item 2 show that the user deleted the

default value of the province input box and typed "M" and "8" successively. Item 3 shows

the user moved the mouse out. As a matter of fact, even if the user does not change anything in

any input form at all, any registered event can trigger the JavaScript code to capture data from

all current fields in all the forms on the page.
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Figure 4.7: JS Tracking for MSIE Browsers: Tracking on A Dynamic Page

Dynamic pages are widely used not just for e-coÍlmerce sites alone. Figure 4.7 shows that

JavaScript tracking also works well for dynamic pages. The displayed page, page 8, is a

dynamically created by a servlet based on the user's request. From Figure 4.7, we can see

similar behavior as in Fisure 4.3.
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Although only about 4Vo of Internet users use Netscape Navigator, a very small size compared

with 94Vo MSIE users, to show that the JavaScript tracking can track the NS user events on any

web page, Figure 4.8 shows an example which captures data on both static page and form data.

Figure 4.9 shows that for dynamic pages, the NS browser displays the same behavior as the

MSIE browser.

Figure 4.8: JS Tracking for NS Browsers: Tracking Form Data
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Figure 4.9: JS Tracking for NS Browsers: Tracking Data on A Dynamic Page

All the data tracked by JavaScript are sent to a database. Figure 4.10 shows these data in the

database table.

Trånsterring dàtà fr Ðm nww,geociliês,com.,,
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90DSF4FB islava jslðvaOn=En; jsCoc &Enable jsCoo js http://local Type=mous Type=c username=aa&password
682225C= jslåvà jsJavàOn=En¿ jsCot &Enable isCoo j: http://local Type=mous Type=c username=dd&passworc
FAE7092É jsJava jsJava0n=En¿ jsCoc &Enabk jsCoo js http://local Type=mous Type=c username=aaå&passworr
BFO767AZ is-lavð jsJavaon=En; jsCoc &jsCool. jscoo is http://loc¡l Type=mous Type=c null
6597840E islavê jsJåvaOn=En; jsCoc &jsCook jsfoo is httpl//local Type=mous Type=c username=bb&passworc
90D5F4F8 jsJåvå islèvaon=En¿ isCoc &Enabk jsCoo js http://local Type=mous Type=c null
95FC2FA0 jsJava jsJavaOn=En¡ jsCoc &Enable jscoo j: http:/ilocal Type=mous Type=n username=cc&password
SB33EC1F jslðva islåvåOn=Eni jsco( &jsCool. iscoo j! http://local Type=mous Type=c username=cc&password
682225C= jslêva jslåvaon=En¿ jsCoc &Enabk jsCoo js http://local Type=mous Type=c null
BFI)767A2 jsJava jslävaon=En¿ jsCoc &jsCool. isCoo js http://local Type=mous Type=c username=bb&passworc
65978408 jslava jslavåOn=En¿ jsCoc &jsCool.isCoo ji http://local null
8FO767Ã2 jslavà jslðvèOn=En¡ jsCot &Enabk jsCoo js http://local Type=mous Type=c username=bb&pðssworc
65S7BA0E jsJava jsJavaOn=En; jsCor &Enabk jsCoo js http://local Type=mous Type=c null
90D5F4FB jslavå jsJavaOn=En¿ jscoc &Enabk jscoo i! http://local Type=mous Type=c username=aa&password
9!D5F4FB jslèva islavðOn=En¡ jsCoc &Enabk jsCoo js http://local Type=mous Type=c username=¿ð&password v
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1 - lelxl:
1 a:l-a-ala*;

:

I

!.1:t.:t).

ïype=n null

?òi

Figure 4.10 shows the data specified by our requirement specification. The most important data

items captured by JavaScript tracking are the user events and form data. These two items

cannot be obtained from other tracking approaches.

One disadvantage of JavaScript tracking comes from the browser's caching. Some pages may

not be tracked. Although we can control our Javascript code, we cannot control users' browsers.

Another problem is with the NS browser, which supports much less browser events than MSIE.

This fact leads to the problem of how to send data to the server-side. Although using other

Type=n null

Figure 4.10: A1l Data Tracked by JavaScript Code

Type=n null

Type=n username=your+user+n.

>l
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client-side technology such as applet can resolve this, this would raise performance and

security issues, which come from applet technology. Since NS is not our target browser in this

thesis, we defer issues relating to NS together with use of applets to future work.

. Single-pixel Image

Single-pixel image is the main approach used in tracking users in this thesis. It works very well

for both MSIE and NS. Since the client-side involves only downloading an image, the tracking

code is on server-side, which is controllable.

There is a problem with tracking referrer page using this approach. Since the tracking image

works at the background, it is impossible to get the "teal" referrer page on any page. The

referrer page we tracked is the cunent page on which the image sits. Consider the following

example: when a user on page 1 moves to page 2, the tracking program on page 2 tracks the

referrer page as page 2, and not page 1, since page 2 is the real referrer page for our tracking

program. However, we are more interested in the referrer page of page 2.

Since the server-side tracking program is configurable, we set the program to none-cached.

Thus, we can track each page in a session. In any session, we sort the pages by the request time.

In this way, the last neighbor page is the referrer page of the current page.

Figure 4.1 I shows the data in a user' s session from the database.
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481758642C2Cr imgStart972925r Mozilla/4.8 (con null -

176C24A31AE1l imgStart67923Sr Mozilla/4.0 (con null -
176C244314E1r imgStêrt67923Sr Mozilla/4.0 (con null -

41At imgstart53786SL Mozilla/4.0 (con null -
41At imgStart537865L Mozilla/4.û (con null -

10C41C4900: imgStèrt3468151 Mozilla/4.0 (con null -
10C41-C4900: imgStart3468lSL Mozilla/4.0 (con null -

176C244314E11 imgStart67923SL Mozilla/4.0 (con null -

176C244314E11 ¡mgStart67923SL Mozilla/4.0 (con null -

4lAt imgStart53TB6SL Mozilla/4.û (con null -

10C41C49001 ¡mgstðrt346B1SL Mozilla/4,0 (con null -
1CAA13B02l ¡mgStðrt7643BSr Mozilla/4,0 (con null -

1CAA13B02t ¡mgstart7643BSt Mozilla/4,0 (con null -

1CAA13B02t imqSt¿rt7643BSL lvlozilla/4,0 (con null -

FûC1CAA13B02t imgStartT643BSL Mozilla/4.0 (con nui' -
F0C1CAA13B02t imgStart764385L Mozilla/4.0 (con nui' -

F0C1CAA13B02t imgStart764385L l''{ozilla/4.0 (con nu[ -
4366F9498285. imgStðrt1001951 Mozilla/4,0 (con nul' -

4366F9498285. imgstðrt1001951 Mozillal4,û (con nu|r -
0610C41C4900i imgStart346BlSr lvlozilla/4,0 (con null -

4366F9498285. imgStðrt10û19Sr Flozilla/4.t (con nul' -
1764E7935848, imgStart4T4lSur Mozilla/4.0 (con nul' -
I764E7935848i imgStart4T4lSur l{ozillai4,0 (con nul -
1764E7935848ì imgStart4T4lSur Mozilla/4,0 (con nul' -
1764Ë7935848ì imgStart4T4lSur Mozilla/4,0 (con null -

1764E7935848ì imgStart4T4lSur Mozilla/4.0 (con null -
7AB779EDBF7Ft imgStêrt82298Sr Mozilla/5,0 (Win null -

7AB77gEDBF7Ft imgStèrt8229BSL Mozilla/5,0 (Win null -

7AB779EDBF7Ft imgStårt82298S1 Mozilla/S.0 (Win nul, -
7AB77SEDBF7Ft imgStart82298SL Mozilla/5.0 (Win nul' -
7AB779EDBF7Ft imgStèrt8229BSr ltlozilla/5.0 (Win nul' -

nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomc¿t\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomc¿t\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul Er\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nur b:ltûmcat\ nurl

nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomcat\ null
nul E:\tomrat\ null

null page=p2 127.0,0,
null page=p2 127.0,0.
null page=p5 127.û,t,
null page=p2 127.0,û.
null page=p5 127,t,0.
null page=p1 127,0.0.
null page=p1 127,0,0,
null page=p3 I27,O,O,
null page=p8 I27,O,t,
null page=pl I27.O.O,
null page=p2 127,0.0,
null page=pl I27.8.t,
null page=p4 t27.O.t.
null page=pI I27.O.O.
null page=p2 I27.t.t.
null page=p5 127,û,û,
null page=p1 127.D.O,
null page=p1 I27.D,O,
null p¿qe=p4 127.O,O.
null page=p3 127.O.O,
null page=p1 L27.O.rJ.
null page=pl 1?7.O,O.
null page=p4 I27.O,O, *
null page=p1 127.0.0,
null page=p6 127.0,0.
null page=p2 127,0,t.
null page=pl 727.D.D.
null page=p2 127.û.0.
null page=p3 127.0.0.
null page=p2 127,0.0.
null page=pS 127.0.0, 

"'
>,.ì
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As stated previously, single-pixel image tracks user on a page view, so the column

"imgCurPage" in Figure 4.11 records the page where the user was tracked. Besides working in

an environment when the user turns off JavaScript, we can also control not to allow the user to

cache the pages. These features allow single-pixel to be most efficient in tracking. Tracking

users by page views makes later analysis much easier.

Figure 4.11: All Data Tracked by Single-Pixel Image

. HTTP proxy server

This thesis uses the local host as Web client, Web server, and application server where all our

tracking programs reside. To start the proxy server, the Web server should be started first.
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Figure 4.12 shows the start of the Web Server.

The Web Server starts on the localhost's port 8080, which means that all requests to the Web

server should go to http://localhost:8080. However, we used a proxy server to hide this real

Web server. To achieve this, the proxy server starts on the standard port for http requests: 80.

Figure 4.13 shows this process. After running the java program, the http proxy server starts on

port 80 to receive responses and send requests to and from the real port (8080) of the Web

server.

Figure 4.12:Web Server Starts on Localhost
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Figure 4.13: HTTP Proxy Server Starts
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Figure 4.14 shows how the proxy tracks users and two requests were tracked from two

different users and with two different browsers. One user used MSIE 6.0 and the other NS 7.0.

From both Figure 4.I3 and Figure 4.I4, we can find the address of the proxy server because

they both show that the running port is 80, while the real port of the server is at 8080.

The proxy approach provides the only natural way to track any referrer page if available, since

each request and response to and from the Web server must pass through this proxy server. A

drawback of this approach is that it depends on the cookie values to integrate the data tracked

by this approach into the other two sources. Although a user can disable the cookie function of

the browse¡ Internet users must enable their cookie function while browsing as required by

most Web sites to function correctly.

r06

Figure 4.14: HTTP Proxy Server Tracking
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All the data tracked by the HTTP proxy server are also sent into

shows the data tracked by the proxy server approach. Most data

similar to those in a typical Web log file.

T /hkþervlet/lmgServlet?pac HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç null null User-Agent:::l
/hk/servlet/lsservlet HTTP/1. ArceptRefurer:

T /hk/servlets/testl.html HTTP/I, Accept Referer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinq If-È,I( If-N User-Agenti
r /hk/servlet/lmgservlet?p¿c HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-Mc If-N User-Agent:

POST ihklservlet/lsservlet HTTP/I. Accept Referer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-M( if-N User-Agent:
GET ihklservlets/test6,html HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://loÊalhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-M( If-N UseÊAgent:
GET /hk/servlets/G5.qif HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://loc¿lhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-Mc If-N UseÊAgent:

/hk/servlets/test4.html HTTP/1, Atcept Referer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinq If-Mc If-N User-Agent:
/hk/servlet/lmgServlet?pa( HTTP/1. Accept RefÊrer: http://localhostlhk/servle null Accept-Encodinq If-Mc If-N User-Agent:

GET ihklservlets/G6,gif HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encod¡nç IÊfvtc If-N User-Agent:
GET lhklservlet/lmqServlet?pat HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http;//localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç Ift4r If-N User-Agent:
pOST /hk/serv¡et/lsServlet HTTP/I. Accept ReÞrer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-M( If-N User-Agent:
GET /hk/servlets/test2.html HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinq lf-þlc If-N User-Agent:
GET /hk/servlet/lmgServlet?pà( HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-Mc If-N User-Agent:
POST /hk/servlet/lsServlet HTTP/I. Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-EncodÌnç If-Mc If-N UseÊAgent:
GET /hk/servlets/testl,html HTTP/1, Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-Mc If-N User-Agent:
GET /hk/servlets/basicDat¿.js HTTP/1, Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Arcept-Encod¡nç lf-¡4r If-N UserAgent:
GET /hk/servlets/formlnput.js HTTP/1. Accept Referer: httpr//localhon/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç lf-l4t IIN UserAgentl
GET /hk/servlets/allDat¿.js HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç lf-l4r If-N User-Agentl
GET /hk/servlet/lmgServlet?p¿{ HTTP/1. Accept Referer: http://loc¿lhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç lf-Mc If-N User-Agent:
POST /hk/servlet/lsservlet HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://loralhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-M( If-[l User-Agent:
GÊT /hk/servlets/test4.html HTTP/1, Atcept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encoding If-Mc If-N User-Agent:

HTTP/1, Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç null null User-Agent:

the database. Figure 4.15

found in Figure 4.15 are

/hk/servlet/lmgServlet?pa( HTTP/1, Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-EncodinE If-Mc If-FI UseÊAgent:
I /hk/servlet/JsServlet HTTP/1, Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-Mc lf-t! User-Agent:

/hk/servlets/test6.html HTTP/1, Accept Referer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-¡4c If-N UserAgent:
T /hkþervletllmgservlet?p¿c HTTp/1. Accept Referer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-N4r If-N User-Agent:

/hk/servlÊ null Accept-Encodinç null null User-Agent:

t01

/hk/servlets/G6.glf HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://localhostlhk/servle null Accept.Encodinç If-M( lf-Nt UseËAgentl
/hk/servlets/testl.html HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://locaìhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinq lf-M( If-N User-Agent:
/hk/servlets/basicData.js HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç lf-M( If-N UseÊAgent:
/hk/servlets/formlnput,js HTTP/1. Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinq lf-fvìr If-N UseÊAgent:
/hk/servlets/allData,js HTTp/1, Accept Refurer: http://localhost/hk/servls null Accept-Encodinç If-M( If-N UserAgent:
/hk/ccrvlct/lmnServlct2n;r HTTF/1. Arccnf Rnhrcr: httn://lnrålhnçt/hk/ccrvlç null Afrpnt-Fnrndinf, tf-N'tf Tf-N tJçpr-Ânpnt: w

Figure 4.15: HTTP Proxy Server Tracking Data

4.7.2 Traffic Analysis

HTTp/1. Accept Referer: http://localhost/hk/servle null Accept-Encodinç If-M( If-N User-Agent:

Traffic analysis in this thesis mainly focuses on answering those questions in Chapter 1. Those

questions include the basic, advanced, and more advanced.

4.7.2.1 Basic Analysis

. Which browsers and operation systems are the most common?

We tracked user-agent data in all the three data sources, therefore, there is enough data to

analyze a user's operation environment, such as operation and browsers. Since the single-pixel
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image approach tracks user by page view, our analysis is mainly based on this data source.

The analysis shows that in 15 tracked users, 14 users used MSIE 6.0 on Windows NT 5.1

operating system, while 1 user used NS on the same operating system. Figure 4.16 shows this

analysis result.
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Figure 4.16: User Operation Environment

. How many visitors visited this Web site?

NS ?.1 on !/indowr XP

108

This question can be answered by analyzing the data from table js_data which stores usernames,

and table img_data, which stores session and page views. Figure 4.17 shows that 16 visitors

came to this site, 4 of them have registered while the other 72 are anonymous users.

lE 6.0 on \r'¡ndowr XP Othcr Opcrit¡ng Env;ronmants
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Visitors Registere<l Arronyrnous
aa user 1

bb user 2
aaa user 3
cc user 4

USET 5

user 6
user 7
user I
user 9
user 10

user 1 1

user 1 2

412
25 75

Total
Percentirge (%)

Figure 4.17: Visitors to This Site

. Which page is most frequently requested?
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Based on the data tracked using single-pixel image approach, the request times of each page is

shown in Fisure 4.18.

trTûtal @Percentage (%)

Page Times Percentages (%)
page 1 44 35.7/
page 2 22 17.89
page 3 13 10.57
page 4 17 13.82
page 5 B 6.50
page 6 18 14.63
page 7 0 0.0t
page I 1 0.81
page I 0 0.0t
Total 123 10û.00

t

ffiffit
ffiffi
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Registered Anonyrnous

Figure 4.18: The Request Times of Each Page

From Figure 4.18, page 1 is the most requested page on this site.

50

40

3t
2tl
t0

0

. From where are the visitors coming?

This question involves finding the referrer pages. Figure 4.19 shows the statistical results for

all referrer pages.

E Times @ PerceñtügÈs (Yo)

psge page page páge page page page page page

12345678S
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Page Times
page 1 22
page 2 17

page3 11

page 4 17

page 5 -l

page 6 16

page / 0
page I 1

page I 0

Total 91

Percentages (%)

48.35
18.68
12.09
18.68
7.69
'17.58

u.0u
1 .1tl
0.t10

100.00

Figure 4.19: Refener Pages

4.7.2.2 AdvancedAnalysis
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Advanced analysis includes page content analysis, in which we parse out major content

components of a Web page; path analysis, which allows us to know how people navigate

through the site; and user clustering analysis, which serves marketing purposes based on the

assumption: same browsing behavior comes from same interest.

. Page Content Analysis

HTML Web pages contains rich information in their texts, links and images, etc. Mining text

information is another hot research area in data mining. We defer mining text information as

future work, however, we show parsing link and image information as in Figure 4.20.

E Times @ Percentûges (%)

page psge pagE page püge page page page page

123456789

il0

Page content can be used to help e-commerce sites owners in find a user's interest, and develop

market strategies. For example, if a user stays on a page for a very long time, this may suggest

some contents on this page are very attractive to this user. If this is the case for most users, that

may suggest the business should put more relevant information on this page, since this page is

attractive to most users.
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Page RegirÈr Lints
pàgÊl hRp:lllocâlhostlhklservlelsltes12.html

http:lllppàlhpstf hlilsÈrulptsltÊ5t3.html

htl p:llç'ç$.t.rprle.ca
page2 http:lflÐprlho5t¿hMsÈrslÉti/lÊsl3.hlml

page 3

påge+ httF:l/locålhostlhh/qer!lÊt::ltÈstlhtml

page 5

pâge 6

page 7

lmåge Links

hllp:lllorålhpslf hk/sprulÊl/lm4SÊr{lÉt?på!È= F.1

pageB htìp:lll.rrjãlhpsllhkftqrulÊlsltprtl.hlml
http:lllocalhoetlhklsÈrulÈtsltÊst3.html
httFìlllLìràlhostlhl,¡serrlelsltp<t5 html

htìF:l¡lûcålhûstlhL/qÉr!lÊlllm?serulÊt?FågÉ= pB

pageS httF:l¿lorjålhosUhk/qÉr'JlÈlsllÊ5t1.html

hilp:l/lorl3lhûâtlhHsÈrrlÊlrltÈst2.html
htlF:l¡lûràlhr5tlhhlsÈrf lÈl/lmlSÈrslÊt?Fàgs= pg

hllF:f ¡lûrålhr-,!rf h klsÈr,.' lÊts¡Lì2 gir

http:l¡lrrs lhûrtlh LfsÈr!, | Ètr¿G3.!if

htlp:f /loÊllhpsllh klsÈrI lÈl:r1G+.oif

Totål Linls
I

ril

. Path Analysis

httpllloc¡lhostlhkf sÊru1ÈtslLì5.!¡f

As presented in Chapter 3, this thesis uses a distinctive way to show the path in any session.

Path analysis is mainly based on the data tracked by single-pixel image approach. On one hand,

single-pixel image approach tracks users by page views, which simplify data process; on the

other hand, single-pixel image approach can control no-cache on the client-side, which offers

complete records of the pages browsed by a user than the other two approaches. Figare 4.21

shows path strings of each user's session.

htlp:fllîÊàlhûstlhk.lsÈr!lÈt<lG7 !iÍ

Figure 4.20: P age Content Analysis
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FOC lCAA 138028340882F36263F624D88
AB175B642C2CA9A2E609BEBDFSF 1294F
4366F949828548 lED4FCDAA 1D2B 1 14DA
9SFC2FAOD26AA3FEDT2F4D3234A56FlE
9 0 D5F4F 86 C5 1 2927 65F833842649D87 6
sF0767424C80545083F38588DA30037 1

8BE54BC2C4 1ADBg 1EC668OFCE1E7AEFF
8833EC1FF464B373DFB 18C476EF7939 1

7 AB7 7 qEDBF7 FOO 02 1DBC5FD D3 16 D BECO

6597 B AOE67 7 7 56 EEF BF 1 1 6 67 E 1 B C E6 FA
25D6CFB22B87 1FOFB9BB2128BO4 1CCB4
176C24A31AE18FFBFCBBA77223B3 1F1A
176 4 E7 9 358 4 B7 5297 6C6847 5E6 OCDB 84
0610c4 r.cA900sc3DDB6A79477CA75A03

p1p4p6p1p5p3p2
p1p4p1p2p5p1
plp4p6p4p6p1p2
p1p4p1
p1p5p1p6p6p1p4p1
p 1p2p3p2p3p1p4p 1pSp1p6p2
p1pSp3p6p2plp4p1p2p3
Þlp6p1p6plp2p5p1
p1p3p2p3p6p 1p4p6p1p2p3p6
p1p2p3p2ps
p1p1p4p6plp4p4p1
p 1p2p3p2p 1p4p 1p6p2p3p6
pLÞ2Þ!Þ4p6p2
plp4p6p2pIp4p 1p2p5pBp 1
pLp4ÞIp6pz
p1p3p2p3

Path analysis is an effective way to know users' browsing behaviors. A path string reveals two

thing for each session data: how many pages in this site the user has browsed and what path the

user browsed in this session. For example, in the first session, i.e., the first line in Figure 4.21,

the user browsed 6 pages. The user started at p1 and followed the order (p1 + p4 + p6 -+

pl-+ p5 -+ p3 -+ p2)to browse, and then exit at page2. When considering all datafrom all

tracked sessions, we can also find how many pages have been requested in a certain time span,

and which paths are usually followed by most users. From Figure 4.2I, each user starts at page

1, which, in fact, is the homepage of this site. Also, notice that 6 out of 16 sessions stafting

path is pl --> p4.

Each of the above paths is a node of a path tree. Figure 4.22 shows the path tree built on the

paths from Figure 4.21.

n2

Figure 4.21: Path Analysis Result
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tffp1p2=10
õ fl p2p3=9

t ff p3p2=6

È ff p3p1=1

tfip1p4=15
t ff p4p1=9

ù ff p1 p5=4

Þ fl p5p1=4

È fi p1 p6=6

t fl p6p2=6

t É p1Ìr3=2

+ fl p3p6=4

ôfl p6p1=8

t fi p4p6=7

Þ fl p5p3=2

t fl p2p1=4

Þ fl p2p5=4

+ fl p1 p1=1

t fl p4p4=1

Þ fi p6p6=1

Þ fi p5p8=1

D PBPI=t
+ fl p6p4=1

null=0

The top of the tree is the root node with the values (null, 0). The rest are sub-nodes or leaves,

which follow the format (path string = occurrence times) as described previously in Chapter 3.

To see more details of this tree, we expand all branch nodes, which are partially (too big to

display here) shown in Figure 4.23.

From the path tree, we can easily know which path is most used by the users to navigate the

site. For example, in this case, the path "p1p4" occurred 15 times. This information is

important for the site owner or the business to manage the site and develop marketing

strategies. One example is to put the product advertisements on those pages, such as page 4,

where users usually go.

Fieure 4:22:The Path Tree with Collaosed Branch Nodes
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Ç ff p1p2=10

I É ptp2p3=5

I É P1P2P3P2=s

I tl Pt P2P3P2P3=1

I É P1 P2P3P2p3p1=1

I Ú pt p2p3p2p3p1 p4=1

I fl pt p2p3p2p3p1 p4p1=1

I fl pt p2p3p2p3p1 p4p1 p5=1

I tl pt p2p3p2p3p1 p4p1 p5p1=1

I É p1 p2p3p2p3p1 p4p1 p5p1 p6=1

I n1 n2n3n2n3p1 p4p1 p5p1 t]6p2=1

I tl p1 p2p3p2p1=1

I ff P1 P2P3P2P1 P4=1

I fl P1 P2p3p2p1 p4p1=1

I d pt p2p3p2p1 p4p1 p6=1

I É pt p2p3p2p1 p4p1 p6p2=1

I Ú pt p2p3p2p1 p4p1 p6p2p3=1

I n1 n2n3nzp1 p4p1 p6p2p3p6=1

I n1 n2n3P2P5=t

D P1 P2P3Po=t

I É Pt P2P5=3

I n1n2P5P1=z

I fl pt p2p5p8=1

D P1 P2P5PBP1=1

I ff P1P2P1=1

I ff p1 p2pt p+=t

I t-l pt p2p1p4p6=1

D P1P2P1P4P6P2=I

I Ë P2P3=g

I É P2P3P2=s

I É pzp:pzp:=t

I [l PzPsPzP:Pt=t
g ¡l P2P3P2P3P1 P4=1

I É P2P3P2P3P1P4P1=1

I fl P2P3P2P3P1 P4P1 P5=1

I ff P2P3P2P3P1 P4P1 PsPl=1
o fi p2p3p2p3p1 p4p1 pspl p6=1

null=0

Business activities target one or more user groups. Clustering is one way to identify user

groups. To identify whether a user belongs to a user group or not, we need know whether the

user has the same interest as those in that group. To find a user's interest, we need only care

about whether or not a user came to a Web page, not how the user came. Based on this view,

instead of using path string, page string, which includes all unique pages in a session, is used in

the clustering analysis. Figure 4.24 shows the page string for clustering analysis.

Figure 4.23:The Path Tree with Expanded Branch Nodes
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. Clustering Users

Similar browsing behavior comes from similar interests. To group users would make the

business to recommend some products to user A if user B has interest in that product and user

A and user B are in the same group. To group users, clustering is used. Clustering operation is

based on session data. Obviously, unique pages browsed by a user in each session provide

more information of the user' interest than oath taken bv the user.

aa

EI:

bb
ðaa
null
null
null
null
null
null
EC

null
null
null
null
null

ll5

Figure 4.24:Uniqle Pages in Each Session

User clustering process involves finding distances between user transactions, formatting user

transactions, and setting clustering threshold. Figure 4.25 shows the process to find all other

users who share the similar interest with user cc (see Figure 4.24).
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After clustering, a user's can be identified with a group based on the set threshold. Figure 4.26

shows the result of clustering operation to identify the group for user cc.

Figure 4.25: Clustering Users (1)
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From Figure 4.26, when we set cluster threshold to 0.7, we find that user I should be in the

user group with following users f0,2, 3, 4, 7 ,8, 9, lI, 12,74] (see Figure 4.24), where the users

are indexed with the rows, which start with 0.

4.7.2.3 More Advanced Analysis

. How many people made purchases among the visitors?

This question can be answered by checking the data tracked by single-pixel image method.

Suppose page 8 is the confirmation page for purchase of this site, we know that only one user

Figure 4.26: Clustering Users (2)
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in one session arrived at that page, since page 8 occurred once in all sessions shown in Figure

4.21. Therefore, we can conclude that only one user made purchase among those 16 visitors.

. What is user A's interest?

Users'browsing behaviors reflect interests. User A's interest can be found by other members in

the same cluster from the cluster analysis, which puts users with similar interest together. For

example, if we know that another user B is interested in the information on page 5, we may

infer that user A is interested in that information too if user A and user B are in the same user

cluster. Another way to find user A s interest is to analyze the case individually. For example,

suppose user A is the user who created the fifth record in Figure 4.21, we can reason that user A

must have been interested in something on page 2, since the user visited that page three times

during that session.

. Which referrer results in the most purchases, not just hits?

To answer this question, we must know whether a user have made a purchase or not. If yes, the

referrer page of the purchase is the page we need to find. From the answer to the question.

"How many people made purchases among the visitors?" we know only one user made a

purchase. Then, we check the path tree and find that "p6" (i.e., page 6) is the referrer page for

page 8 in that session. We can conclude that the page 6 resulted in that one purchase. In the

case of several purchases, a group of referrer pages exist. Each referrer page in this group

resulted in a purchase. The referrer page, which has the most occur times in the group results in

the most purchases.

ll8
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Conclusion and Future Work

This work introduces the development and design of a tracking and analysis tool for

e-commerce sites. This tool is targeted towards helping e-commerce organizations know more

about their users in order to develop efficient marketing strategies. The main focus of the study

is on the theory and approaches to track online user and analyze the tracked data. In brief, the

study consists of five aspects: (1) a review of the present traffic tracking and analysis methods,

and the description of online activities tracking and analysis techniques necessary for an

e-commerce; (2) major challenges in developing such tool; (3) theory and methods for design

of this tool; (4) evaluation of the design using formal specification; and (5) implementation of

this tool.

The following sections present the contributions of this thesis and suggestions for future work.

5.1 Contributions

The design of the tracking and analysis tool in this thesis contributes to knowledge in both the

tracking and analysis parts as follows:

a

t.

User Activity Tracking:

The combination of three tracking approaches (i.e., improved single-pixel approach,

JavaScript approach, and HTTP proxy server) allows a user to be always tracked by at least

one approach.

2. The improved single-pixel approach has more distinctive advantages over the general

single-pixel technique, which requires JavaScript support in the user's browser. The

improved single-pixel approach does not require JavaScript support to function.
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3. Two main features make the JavaScript approach more effective and different. One is that it

can track most keyboard and mouse events of online users. The user of this tool can

configure what kind of events about a user should be tracked. The other feature is that it is

capable of tracking any form input on the page.

/l The improved single-pixel and JavaScript approaches are designed to work on both static

and dynamic Web pages.

In both the improved single-pixel approach and JavaScript approach, using Java servlet

technology allows these approaches to be more compatible with many platforms than CGI

programs which most tools use; and more Java servlet session control enables an easy

control of users' sessions. Using Java servlet session technology results in a comparatively

simple process of analyzing the tracked data later.

The Analysis of Ttacked Data:

A straightforward way to represent a path and an algorithm to build a path tree for all users'

sessions of a site have been developed and the algorithm implemented. Path analysis is one

of the most important approaches for Web site management and marketing in e-commerce.

The path analysis support / provides statistical analyses or forecasts of the usage of the Web

site.

5

a

1.

t20

2. Page contents (i.e., links and images) and clustering analysis are

analyses, together with path analysis, form the basis of finding

developing personalization and recommendation for users.

In addition to the answers to the questions in basic analysis for traffic

advanced and more advanced questions are answered in the analysis.

J.

implemented. These

users' interests, and

analvsis. most of the
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5.2 Future Work

Potential future work of this thesis include:

l. Use a realistic e-commerce site to test this tool. Although implementation of this tool

displays what we expected, we realize a software can behave very differently from testing

results when it is used in a real environment.

L. Develop recommendation and personalization based on path analysis, page content analysis,

and cluster analysis. Suppose we find from the path analysis that the page 3 (i.e., p3)

usually follows a path p1p2. We can recommend the page 3 to a user when the user has

finished browsing p1p2. Another way to do personalization is to combine path analysis with

user clusters. We can recommend user B's path to user A if A and B are in the same group.

Do more analyses on the tracked data. One potential analysis is clustering analysis on path.

Instead of creating user clusters, we create path clusters. If such path clusters can be found,

we can develop Web recommendation in a different way than user clusters. For example,

suppose {plp2p3,pzfipa} is such a cluster. If a user has finished page pl, p2, and p3 in

that order (i.e., the finished path is pIp2p3), we can recommend page 4 to that user. In this

case, the resulting path is plpZp3p4, which can be thought of as p1-+ p2p3p4, while

p2p3p4 is in the same cluster as the finished path plp2p3. Besides path analyses, more

analyses on the data about users'events can be done, since we have tracked all registered

user events.

-l-
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4. Address privacy issues in a user friendly way.'Web traffic analysis tools can enhance a Web

site's efficiency through the analysis of the users' data, although more and more people are

concerned about privacy issues today. Users tracking can benefit both the Web users and

the business (the owner of the Web site). The business can develop and sell more products

while the users can have easy navigation through the site and purchase customized products.

The identity of individual users is not important to other analyses except for the purpose of
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profiling the users in order to offer customized product or service offerings. To address

privacy concerns in a user friendly way, the users should know what is being tracked about

them. Also, the tracking process should not intemrpt the users' normal navigation so the

tracking is done in the background. To keep the tracking open to the users, P3P should be

deployed on the Web server and configured to communicate with the uses' browsers. A

user's browser can be configured to request a Web site's privacy policy, store the user's

privacy preferences and check these preferences against the site policy before any

processing. If the Web site's privacy policy does not match those preferred by the user, the

user will be warned [86]. In this way, the user has the choice whether he/she can be tracked,

what data can be tracked and how the tracked data can be keot and used.

5. Provide end-user friendly marketing support tools. The Web tracking and analysis tool

developed in this thesis is mainly for the purpose of developing marketing strategies in

e-commerce. The main focus of this thesis is on the research and application of developing

such tool; end-user interface is ignored during the design and implementation. However, as

an application software, an end-user friendly interface will be attractive and indispensable

to the tool users. Since more than 90Vo Internet users currently use Windows operating

system, a user interface compatible with Windows operating systems should be provided.

Although Microsoft provides a lot of tools for interface design, considering the user

interface will communicate with those server-side analysis programs, which use Java

technology, Java Swing technology can be used in the future's interface design for this tool.

Also, the "look and feel" feature makes Java Swing technology a powerful tool for user

interface design.

6. Extend page content mining, such as mining text data from Web pages.

7. Extend the proxy server to handle other protocols, such as https.

t22
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